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DECISION: Inmate who alleges violation of right of access to courts held required to show actual Injury; Federal
District Court's injunction mandating gyrtemwide changes In prison law libraries and legal assistance programs held
improper.

SUMMARY: In Bounds v Smith (1977) 430 VS &17, 52 L Ed 2d 72, 97 S a 1491. At United Stales Supreme
Court held that the fi^^^ federal coostitatkmal right of access to # e courts required prison authorities to assist
inmate* in the preparation and filing of meaningful legal papers by providing the inmates with adequate law libraries
or adequate assistance from persona trained in the law. In 1990, 22 iamales of various pziaona operaW by the Axiaooa
dcpanmcnl of corrections filed a class action in the United States District Court for the District of Arizona against
Arizona prison authorities. The inmates alleged that the authorities were depriving them of their constitutional right
of access to the courts. Following a beach trial, the District Court ruled thai (1) the prison system failed to comply
with constitutional standards with reapect to meeeas to die courts in a number of areas relating to the adequacy and
availability of law libraries and legal assistance programs; and (2) two groups of inmates-prisoners in lockdown and
illiterate or nm-English-spqa&mg ioma&s-^wem partWulady affected by th* nadequacks of the system. H e District
Cowt also vpomtedaspedal master to invmtlgaw and report about appropiiawi^ef (83^ FA^pp J # # . Thereafter,
the District Court adopted, without substantial change, the special master's proposed permanent injunction, which
mandated detailed changes with Respect to the prison system's law libraries and legal aBsistance programs (see 43 FBd
1261, Appendix A). The Uiiitcd States Court erf Appeals ^
application for a stay of the injunction, but the Supreme Court granted such * stay pending the filing and disposition
of a petition for a writ erf certiorari (511 US , 128LEd2d36O> 114 S Ct 1638). On me merits of the authorities1

appeal, the Court of Appeals affirmed me term* of the iî uDCtioii with mioor exceptions (43 F3d 1261).

On certfoari, me Supreme Court reversed and temanded. In an opinion by Soalia, J,, joined by Rehuquist, Ch. X,
and O'Cronox, Kennedy, and Thomas, JL, and joined as to holding 3 Mow by Softer, Ginsburg, and Bxeyei; JL, it
was held that (1) an inmate who, in a federal court suic, alleged a violation of Bounds v Smith had to show actual
injury pursuant to the federal constitutional doctrine of standing? (2) the District Court's injonctive order was impioper,
where (a) after the trial, die District Court had found actual injury on the part of only one named plaintiff, who was
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illiterate, and (b) the inadequacy that caused the actual h # r y to the named plaintiff was not widespread enough to
jw#9stemM(ki*Ue5and(3^
Coon had fated to accord adequate deference to the JixlgniHit of the prison authoiiti«.

Thomas, X, conauring, expressed the view u ^ .
tradition for the conclusion m Bounds v Smith that the constitutional right of access to die courts imposed affirmative
cbb'gfirionscntbe states to fow^
has been exercising f~37] equitable powers and issuing stractural deaew cnriidy out of U
mm"****

Sorter, J., joined by Gidsbuig and Bieyez, J l , concurring in part, dissenting in part, and concurring in the Judgment,
expressed the view that (1) die demise of die claims by prisoners in lockdown and non-English-speaJdiig inmates in
the case at band should have been expressed as a failure of proof on the merits; (2) systemic relief was inappropriate
solely because of the failure to prove that Arizona had denied court access to illiterate prisoners m every prison or
many prisons; and (3) in a case not Involving substantial, systemic deprivation of access to the courts, the requirements
of Article III of the Federal Constiunion normally would be satisfied if a prisoner demonstrated ibai (a) the prisoner
had a claim that the prisoner would raise if the access scheme provided by the state were to indicate thai the claim was
actionable, and (b) such scheme was so inadequate that the prisoner could not research, consult about, fUe» or litigate
the claim.

Stevens, X, di«*mtmS) (i) agreed that the relief ordered by the District Court was broader than necessary and that
the case should be remanded; but (2) expressed the view thai (a) because most or all of the prison authorities" concerns
regarding the District Courts order could have b*m addressed wiih a simple remand, there was no need to resolve
the other constitutional Issues that the Supreme Court reached out to address* and (b) it was wrong to suggest that Hie
District Court had denied Arizona a fair opportunity to be heard in the case ac hand.

LEXIS HBADNOTES - Classified to U.S. Digest Lawyers' Edition:

< = 9 > PARTIES 53
standing - inmate's right of access to courts - actual injury -

Heattoote: < = l 0 > [1A] < = ! ! > [IB] < = 1 2 > [iQ
An inmate who, in a federal court suit, alleges a violation of the United Scales Supreme Court's holding in Bounds v
Smith(1977)430US$17>52LEd2d72,97Sai493-ik&itef*m\*^^
courts requires prison authorities to assist inmates In the preparation and filing of mewxm^ legal papers by providing
the inmates with adequate law libraries or adequate assistance from perrons trained In the law-most show actual injury
pursuant to the federal constitutional doctrine of standing; insofar as meaningful access to the courts is ine touchstone
of the light vindicated by Bounds v Smith, the inmate must demonstrate that the alleged shortcomings m a prison's
library or legal assisxanoe program hindered the inmate's efforts to pursue a legal claim by showing, tor example, that
(1) a complaint which the Inmate prepared was dismissed for failure to satisfy some technical requirement which the
mraatc could r»t hare Jawwn because of deficiencies in the
arguably actionable harm chat the inmate wished to bring before the courts, tat was so stymied by inadequacies of
the law library that the inmate was unable even to file a cogiplautt; prison law libraries and legal assistance pix>£iatua
are not ends in themselves, but onry (be means for insuring a reasonably adequate opportunity to present claimed
violations of fuflclarflratal c
by establishing that ine inmate's law library or legal assistance program is subpar in some theoretical sense, (Soutor,
Gtnsburg, Breyer, and Stevens, JXP dissented from this hoWlngO

[•"•HNZJ
< «14> PRISONS AND CONVICTS §1

injunction against state authorities - right [**291 of access to courts ~

Headnot©: < ~ 1 5 > [ZA] < = 4 6 > J2B1 < ~ 1 7 > BC] < = 1 8 > fZDJ < « 1 9 > [22]
A Federal District Court's injuhctive Older hi a class action brought against a state prison system by 22 inmaies of
vMous prisons m the system who a^
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of accew to the courts-xwin^i order mandated detauled qrstemwMe chroges with *espec* to die system's taw libraries
and legd assistance programs and i n ^ x ^
and non-English.-speaking inraalcs-iK improper, where (1) after trial* the District Court found actual injury OD the part
of only one named plaintiff, for whom the p ^ ^
needed in light oi his Mleracy to avoid dismi^al of his c^scfaiKlth^
fac^iuea required by ac^^Bnglish-s^akereTpriAonerc in lcKd^
object of the District Court's remediation; (2) as to remediation of me inadequacy that caused t i e actual injury to the
one named plaintiff, s u d h u i a d e ^ ^
findings by the District Couxt of instances vuhere an illiterate inmate wishing to file a claim was unable to receive the
assistance necessary to do so; and 0 ) regardless of whether a das* of p l a W A wKh Austmmd mmAivolous claims
exists and no matter b c ^ extensive thiadass may be, unless
occurred in all institutions of die system, (here is no basil for a remedial decree imposed upon all those institutions.
(Soutci, Ginsburg, and Brevet, JX, dissented in part from this holding,)

< - 2 0 > PRISONS AND CONVICTS 91
injunction against state authorities - right of access to courts -

Headnote; < = 2 1 > pAl < « 2 2 > J3B] < = 2 3 > [3CJ < = 2 4 > [3D]
A Federal District Coon's injunctive onto in a class action brought against a state prison system by 22 inmates of
various prisons in the system who a l l ^ ^
of access to the couit5-which older mandated detailed systemwide changes with respect to the system's law libraries
and legal assistance programs and imposed paxtieular requirements with respect to prisoners in lockdown and illiterate
aadnon-Englisn-qpcjdringi^^
to the judgment of the authorities, because (1) although the District Court concluded that the system* 8 restrictions on
lockdown prisoners1 access to law libraries were unjustified in that such prisoners routinely experienced delays, some
as long a» 16 days, in receiving legal materials or legal assiataiice, auch d d a y s - w ^
of constitutional significance so long as the delays are the product of prison regulations reasonably related to legitimate
peaological interests; (2) the injunction imposed by die District Court is inordinately intrusive insofar as it is enmeshed
in the minutiae of prison operations; and (3) the District Court's aider w a developed through * pxocess that tailed to
give adequate considwaUon to the views of state prison anln
of the right of access to the courts, the District Court conferred upon a special master who was a law professor in
another stale, rather than upon the prison authorities, the responsibility for devising a remedial plan, and (b) while
die District Court severely limited the remedies that die special master could choose-by instructing that die District
Onirtwoiddlmpleineotitsorto
parties and (he special mrnmr determined were nece&saiy due to (he pedicular circumstances of die prison 6cility-4be
state was entitled to far more thaao an opportunity for rebuttal. (Stevens, J., dissented in part torn ihia holding.)

< = 2 5 > COURTS §247
federal jurisdiction - waiver -

Headnote: < = 2 6 > [4AJ < = 2 7 > [4B]
The issue of standing to litigate Jn federal court is jurisdicdonal and not subject to waive*

< « 2 8 > CONSTITUTIONAL L«V J69
judicial power — encroachm&at on other brandies — *r*fl/tinfl — lmnate clahns —

Headnote: < =29 > [5) I
The doctrine of standing is a federal constitutional principle ihai prevents federal courts of law irom undertaking casks
assigned to the political branches; it is the role of courts to provide relief to claimants, in individual or class actions,
who have suffered or will imminently suffer actual harm, wMle it i* ncrt the role of courts, but that of the political
branches, to shape the institutions of govemmemmsachfasWonastowii^^
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however i h e t w m b s may bncOyaW
been suffered or imminently will be suffered by a particular individual or class of individuals, antes the alteration of
an institutional oiganizatkm or procedure that causes &c harm; thm, ii is for the courts to remedy past or imminent
official interference with individual inmates' presentation of claims to the courts, while it w for the political branches
of the state and federal governments to manage prisons in such fashion thai official imerforenee with the presentation
of claims will not occur.

< « 3 0 > COURTS §774
precedent - unaddressed defects - '

Headnote; < « 3 1 > [6A] < = = # > [6B\
The existence of madctessed jmisdicticmal defects in a decision of the United States Supreme Court has no precedential

<«=33> PARTIES §3
standing — actual injury - deprivation of claims -

Headnote: < = 3 4 > [7A] < = 3 5 > [7B]
Pursuant to the doctrine of standing, not everyone who can point to some concrete act and is adverse can call iu tUc
federal courts to examine the propriety of executive action, but only someone who has been actually injured; for such
purposes, depriving a person of an arguable v though not yet established, claim inftos actual injury because tlie person
it deprived of something of value in that arguable claims are settled, bought, and sold, but depriving a person of a
Mvolous daim deprives that person of ro^
Rules of Civil Procedure. (Souter, Ginsburg, and Breyer, JJ., dissented from this holding.)

< - 3 6 > PRISONS AND CONVICTS §1
right of access to courts - extent ~

Hcadnote: < - 3 7 > (ft)
The Federal Constitution does not require, as part of the right of axess to the coum, ih^ a staie mist enable prisoner
to discover grievances and to litigate effectively once in court, since to demand tbc conferral of such sophisticated
legal capabilities upon a mostly uneducated and largely illiterate priBon population is effectively to demand permanent
provision of counsel. (Souter, Gtoburg, and Breyer, J I , dissented from this holding; Stevens, J,, dissented in part
from this holding.)

< =38 > PRISONS AND CONVICTS gl
right of access to courts - requirements -

Headache: < » 3 9 > [9A] < « 4 0 > [9B]
The tools icquixcd to Iwp io i r i ^
US 817, 52LEd2d72, 97S Ct 1491^&aXXhc fundament^ federal constitutional right of access to me courts requires
prison authorities to assist inmates in the preparation and filing of meaningful legal papers by providing prisoners with
adequate law libraries or adequate assistance from persons trained in (he law-are mose that the inmates need in order to
direcdy or collaterally attack their sentences and challenge dip conditions of their confinement; the holding in TV̂ uMfa
v Smith, guarantees no particular methodology, but rather the conferral of the capability of bringing contempinttd
challenges to sentences or conditions of confinement before the courts; thus, when my inmate-even an illiterate or
non-English-speakiiig inmate-shows that an actionable claim of thk nature which the inmate desired to bring has been
lost or rejected, OTthaifaeprf^tationof such a claim is CTnTently being pfeveatcd, because the capability of filing suit
has not been provided, the inmate demonstrate* mat the state has tailed to furnish adequate law libraries or adequate
assistance from persons trained, ia the law; impairment of any other litigating capacity u one of the incidental, and
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constitutional. owiseqyeaces of conviction and incarceration. (Sower, Ginsbuii, Breyei, sod Stevens, JJ., dissented In
part from this holding.)

< =42 > CONSTITUTIONAL LAW §69
judicial power — encroachment on other branches ~

Headnote: <**43> [1OA1 < = 4 4 > [10BJ
For purposes of preventing the federal courts from undertaking tasks assigned to the poKtW branches* once a plaintiff
ha* demonstrated harm from one particular inadequacy in government administration, the remedy provided by a c o w
must be limited to the inadequacy (hat produced the mjuiy-la-W that the plaintiff has established; this is no less true
with respect to dass actions than1 with respect to other suits.

[***HN11]
< =45> CLASS ACTIONS §2

Headnote: < « 4 6 > [11)
The ^ t u t o a federal court suit nuy
who represent a class must Allege and sho^
by other, unidentified members of the class to which they belong and which they purport to rqiroem.

P»*HN12]
< M 7 > EVIDENCE 5103

< = 4 S > PLEADING §114

< - 4 9 > SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND JUDGMENT ON PLEADINGS §4
plaintiffs burden - standing —

Headnote: < « 5 0 > [12J
Since the elements of standing are not mere pleading requixementi but rather an indispensable part of a federal court
plaintiffs case, each dement must be supported in the same way as any other matter on which the plaintiff bears the
burden of proof, that is, with the manner and degree of evidence required at the successive stages of the litigation;
thus, at die pleading stage, general factual allegations of injury resulting from the defendant's conduct may suffice, but
in response to a summary judgment motion, the plaintiff must set forth, by affidavit or other evidence, specific facts,
which will betaken to be true for purposes of the motion; and at the final stage, those facts, if controverted, must be
supported adequately by the evidence adduced at trial.

I***HN131
< - 5 1 > PLEADING §104 j

dismissal - inferences -

Headnote: < =»52> [13] *
Cto a motion to diwnisa, a federal couit presumes that gOT
to support the claim, ,

[«**HN14]
<«53>PABTIES53 \

standing - other kinds of inj uxifS -

Headnote: < - 5 4 > [14A] <-55> [14B]
Standing to litigate in federal court is not dispensed w gross; a plaintiff who has been subject to injurious conduct of
one kind does not possess by virtue of that injury flic necessary stake In litigating conduct of another kind, although
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similar, to which the plaintiff has'not been subject.

P**HNWJ
<=»56> CLASS ACTIONS 52

standing — certification —

Headnote: < = 5 7 > [ISA] < = 5 8 > (15B]
A federal court* s determination of standing to complain of certain injuries in a class action ifi separate from certification
of the class.

p**HN16]
< = 5 9 > COURTS §225.1

remedial p o w e r -

Headnote: < « 6 0 > [16A] < = 6 1 > [1GB]
Federal courts bave no power to presume and ronediaie hann that has noi been established.

F**HN171
< =62 > PRISONS AND CONVICTS §1

state adrmnistration - correction of errors -

Headnote: < = 6 3 > [17A] < = 6 4 > (17B1 <**65> 111Q
The strong considerations of county thai require giving a state court system that has convicted a defendant the first
opportunity to correct its own errors also require giving the stales the flnt opportunity to correct errors made in the
administration of ihe states' prisons; such rule is not to be set aside when a federal Judge decides that a state was
insufficiently cooperative ia a different, earlier case.

SYLLABUS:
Respondents, who are inmates of various prisons oper-
ated by the Arizona Department of Corrections (ADOC),
brought a class action against petitioners, ADOC offi-
cials, alleging that petitioners were furnishing them with
Inadequate legal research fecilitiea and thereby depriving
them of their right of access to the courts, in violation
of Bounds v. Smith, 430 U.S. 817. The District Court
found petitioners to be in violation of Bounds and issued
an rojunctioninandaiuig detailed, systemwide changes in
ADOC's prison law libiartes and in its legal assistance
programs. The Ninth Circuit affirmed boih the finding
of a Bounds violation and the injunction's major terms.

Held: The success [**2] of respondents'systemic chal-
lenge wa9 dependent on their abijily to show widespread
actual injury, and the District Court's failure to identify
anything more than isolated instances of actual injury
renders its finding of a systemic Bounds violation in-
valid, Pj>. 340-364.

(a)Bouixi5didnotcicafema^rnc^&ee3mndingright
to a law library or legal aasistaofce; lather, the right that
Bounda acknowledged was the* right of access to the
courts. £ . g., 430 U.S. at 817, 821, 828, Thus, to
establish a Bounds violation, (be "actual injury" that an
inmate must demonstrate is that the alleged shortcomings

I

in the prison library or legal assistaiice program tove hin-
dered, or are presently hindering, his efforts to puisne a
nonfrivdous legal claim. This requirerocnc derives ulli-
jnatelytrom the doctrine of standing. Although Bounds
made no mention of so ictoal injury requirement, it can
hardly be thought to have eliminated that constitutional
prerequisite. Pp. 549-353.

(b) Staiements in Bounds suggesting that prison authori-
ties must alio enable the prisoner to discover grievances,
and 10 litigate efeeftvsiy once m court, 430 U.S. at 825-
826, artdn, [**3] 14, have no antecedent in this Court's
pre-Bounds cases, and are now disclaimed. Moreover,
Bounds does not guarantee inmates the wherewithal to
file any and every type of legal claim, but requires only
that they be provided with the tools to attack their sen-
tence*, directly or collaterally, and to challenge the con-
ditiODS of their confinement. Pp. 354-355.

(c) The District Court identified only two instances of
actual injury; It fc^wd that APOC15 failures with respect
to illiterate prisoners had resulted in the dismissal with
prejudice of inmate Barfkolic' a lawsuit and me inability
of bunate Harris to fil© a legal action, Pp- 356-357.

(d) Thew findings as to injury do not support the sys-
temwide iDjuncdonoidcrcd by the District O>urt. The
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remedy must be limited to the inadequacy that produced
the iitjory in fact that the plaintiff has established; thai
this is a class action changes nothing, for even named
plaintiffs in a class action must show that they person-
ally have been injured, see, e. g.» Simon v. Eastern
jKy. %9hrf flutes Organization, 426 US. 26, 40, n.
20. Only one named plaintiff. Baitholic, was found
to have suffered actual injury ~ as a result of [**4]
ADOC's failnie to provide the special services he would
have needed, in light of his particular disability (illiter-
acy), to avoid dismissal of his case. Eliminated from
the proper scope of the injunction, therefore, are pro-
visions directed at special scrvkxs or facilities required
by non-English speaker*, by prisoners in lockdown, and
by the inmate population at large. Furthermore, the in-
adequacy that caused actual injury to illiterate inmates
Bartholic and Harris was not sufficiently widespread to
justify systemwide relief. There is no finding, and no
evldeiiwdUcermble from the record, thai in AD OC pris-
ons other than tbose occupied by Bartholic and Harris
illiterate inmates cannot obtain the minimal help neces-
sary to file legal claims. Pp. 357-36D.

(e) There are further reasons why The ordei here can-
not stand. In concluding thai ADOC's restrictions on
locfcdown inmates were unjustified, the District Conn
failed to accord The judgment of prison authorities me
substantial deference required by cases such as Turner
v. Safley, 482 US. 78, 89. The court also railed to
leave with prison officials the primary responsibility for
devising a remedy. Compare Preiser v. Rodriguez, 411
US. 475, 492. The result of this improper procedure
was an inordinately intrusive order. Pp. 361-363.

JUDGES: SCALIA, X, delivered the opinion of toe
Court, in which REHNQUIST, C X, and O'CONNOR,
KENNEDY, and THOMAS, XL, joined, and in Parts I
and m of which SOUTER, GINSBURG, andfiREYER,
JX, joined. THOMAS, X, filed a coDcuiring opinion,
post, p, 364, 5OUTER. X. filled an opinion concurring
in part, dissenting in pan, and 'concurring in the judg-
ment, in which GINSBURG and BREYER, JX, joined,
post, p. 393. STEVENS, X. filed a dissenting opinion,
post, p. 404.

OPINIONBY: SCALIA

OPINION: P**614| ,

[*346] JUSTICE SCALIA delivered the opinion of
th© Omit.

In Bounds % Smith, 430 US) 817, 52L.Ed.2d 72,
97 S. Ct. 1491 (1977), we held that "tne fundamental
constitutional right of access to t ie courts requires prison

authorities to assist inmates in Ae preparation and filing
of meaningful legal papers by p iovkn^ prisoner* with
adequate law libraries or adequate assistance from per-
sons trained in the law/ ld.r at 828. Petitioners, who
ace officials of the Arizona Department of Corrections
(ADOC), contend thai the United States District Court
for the District of Arizona erred in finding them in vi-
olation [**ti] of Bounds, and that the court's reroedial
order exceeded lawful mAority. [***615]

Respondents are 22 inmates of various prisons oper-
ated by ADOC In January 1990, they filed this class
action "on behalf of all adult prisoners who are or will
be incarcerated by the State of Arizona Department of
Collections/ App. 22, alleging that petitioners were
"depriving [respondents) of their rights of access to the
courts and counsel protected by the First, Sixth, and
Fourteenth Amendments," id., at 34, Following a 3^
month bench trial, die District Ccwt ruled hi fevor of re-
spondents, finding that "prisoner have a constitutional
right of access to the courts that is adequate! effective and
mcanhgM," 834E Supp. 1553,1566 (Ariz* 1992), cit-
ing Bounds, supra, at 822, and that "[ADOC's] system
falls to comply with consnnitional standards/ 834 E
Supp., at 1569. I t e court identified a variety of short-
comings of the ADOC system, in matters ranging from
die training of library staff, to the updating oflegai mate-
rials, to the availability of photocopying services. In ad-
dition co these general [*347] findings, rhe conn found
that two groups of inmates were particularly affected by
the system's [*+7] inadequacies: lodkfown prisoners"
(inmates segregated from the general prison population
tor disciplinary or security reasons), who "aie routinely
denied physical access to the law library" and "experi-
ence severe interference with their access to the courts/
id., at 1556; and illiterate or non^Engliah-speakinfi in-
mates, who do not receive adequate legal asiisl^n^, ^?-,

Having thus found liability, the court appointed a spe-
cial master t o investigate and report about" the appro-
priate relief - that is (in the court's view), "how best
co accomplish the goal of constitutionally adequate in-
mate access to the courts." App. to Pec. &>r Cert. 87a.
Following eight months of investigation, and some de~
greeofcorisnltttioDwithrx>thpai^
lodged with the conn a proposed permanent injunction,
which the court proceeded to adopt, substantially un-
changed. The 25-page iqjunctive ordei; see id., at 6la-
85a, Tnandaftti a weeping changes designed to ensure that
APAT ?"miM "piryM? ifimmtiigftii trtrfifl tff 1he ^wytff
fbrall present and firture prisoners, "id., i t 61a. It spec-
ified in minute detail the time* that libraries were to be
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kept open, the number of hours [**$] of library use
to which, each inmate was entitled (10 per week), the
mfflimai educational requirements for prison librarians
(a library science degree, law degree, or paralegal de-
gree), the content of a videotaped legal-research course
foriimiatesCtobepiepa^bypcrtOfifls^jpointedbythc
special master but funded by ADOC), and similar mat
tere. W., at 61a, 67a, 71a, The injunction addressed the
court's concern for lockdown prisoners by ordering that
* ADOC prisoners in all housing areas and custody levels
dul l be provided regular and cony arable visits to the law
libxaiy," except that such visits "may be postponed on
an individual basis because of the prisoners documented
inabiJiiyionac the law Mbraiy without creating [*348] a
threat to safety or security, or a physical condition if <&
tenoioed by medical personnel to prevent library use."
Id,, at Gla_ With respect to illiterate and ixra-Exigliah-
spcaking inmates, Ibe injuoction declared that diey were
entitled to "direct assistance' from lawyers, paralegals,
ox *a sufficient nuibber of [***616] at least minimally
trained prisoner Legal Assistants"; it enjoined ADOC
Hal "particular steps must be taken to locate and train
bilingual prisoners [**9] to be Legal Assistants/ Id.,
at69a-70a.

Petitioners sought review in the Conn of Appeals for
the Ninth Circuit, which refined ro grant a stay prior
to argument, TRfe then stayed the injunction pending
filing and disposition of a petition fbr a wijt of ceitio-
ran. 511 U.S. 1066 (1994). Scvenl munOw later, the
Ninth Circuit affimned both the finding of a Bounds vi-
olation md, with minor exception; not important here,
tbe trans of (be function. 43 FJd 1261 (1994). TR
granied ccrtiorari, 514 U.S. 1126 (1995).

Although petitioners present only one question for
review, namely, whether the District Court's order
"exceeds the constitutional requirements set forth in
Bounds," Brief for Petitioners (i), they raise several dis-
tinct challenges, rocludiiigi«newc4aitackfloaiChe court's
findings of Bounds violations with respect to illiterate,
non-English-speakuig, and locbdown prisoners, and on
the breadth of the iirjunction. But their most fundamental
contention is that the District Court's findings of injury
were ioadequaie to justify the finding of sysiemwide fc*.
jury and hence the granting of systeoiwide relief. This
argument has two related components. First, petition-
ers 1**10] claim that in order ito establish a violation
of Bounds, an inmate musi show that die alleged inade-
quacies of a prison's library facilities or legal assistance
program caused him "actual injury11 - t h a t is, "actual
prejudice with respect to contelhplated or existing liti-
gation, such as the inability to meet a filing deadline or

518 U.S. 343. +347; 116 3, C t 2174;
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to present a cWm." P34M Brief for Petitioners 30. n l
Second, they claim (hat the District Court did not find
enough instancftB of actual injury to warrant systemwide
relief. We agree that the success of respondents' sys-
temic challenge waa dependent on their ability to show
widespread actual injury, and that the court's failure co
identify anything more than isolated instances of actual
injury tenders its finding of a systemic Bounds violation

nl Respondents contend that petitioner* railed
properly to present their "actual injury" argument to
the Court of Appeals. Brief for Respondents 25-26.
Our review of petitioners' briefs before that court
leads us to conclude otherwise* and in any event, as
we shall discuss, the point relates to standing, which
isjuiisdictianalaridnQt3u>jcct to waiver. Set United
SMmv. Hays, 515 U.S. 737, 742, 132L. Ed. 2d
635, US A flr. 2431 (1995); FW/PBS, inc. u
ZW&w, 493 VS. 215, 230-231,107L. Ed. 2d603,
110 S. a. 596 (1990). JUSTICE SOUTER recog-
nises the jurisdiction^ nature of this point, post, ml
394, which is difficult to reconcile with his view that
we should not "reach out to address" it, ibid.

ThcrcquircanrailihataniiiinatcaUcgkigaTiolationof
Bounds must show actual injury derives ultimately from
the doctrine of standing, a constitutional principle that
prevents courts of law from undertaking tasks assigned
to the political branches. Sec Allen y. Wight, 468 US.
737, 750-752, S2L.Bl.2d 556, 104 S. CL 3315
(1984); Wley Ibrge Christian College v. Americans
United for Separation of Church and State, Inc.. 454
US. 464, 471-476, 70 L. Ed. 2d 700, 102 5. CL
752(1982). fc is the role of courts to provide relief to
claimants. In individual or class actions, who [***617]
have suffered, or will imminently suffer; actual harm; it
is not the role of courts, bm that of the political branches,
to shape theinstiraiioiis of government In sudb fashion
astocoinply with the laws and the Constitution- In the
context of me present case: It is for the conns to remedy
pastor imminent official inicxfereace with individual in-
rnates' presentation of claims to die courts; it is for the
political branches of the State and Federal Governments
to manage prisons in such fashion thai official inter-
ference with the presentation of claims will not occur.
[•350] Of course, the two roles briefly and partially
coincide when a court, in granting relief [**12] against
actual harm that has been suffered, or that will immi-
nently be suffered, by a particular individual or class
of individuals, orders the alteration of an institutional
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o^anizatianorpiocediirethttcaju^ Bui the
distinction between the two role* would be obliterated
if, to invoke intervention of the courts, no actual orim-
minent Inarm were needed, but merely the status of being
subject :o & governmental institution that was not org»-
nizedormanagedpfop^y- I f - t o cake another example
from prison life — a healthy inmate a&o had suffered
no deprivation of needed medical treatment were able
to clairo violation of Mi constitutional right 10 medical
care, szeEstcllev. Gamble, 429 && 97,103, SOL. Ed.
2d251, 97 S. (*. 285 (1976), simply on the ground that
the prison medical facilities were mmdeqimtf, the essen-
tial distinction between judge an& executive would h&ve
disappeared: it would have become the function of the
courts to assure adequaie medical care in prisons.

ThefoTegoingHnalysiswoiildnotbepeniiienthereif,
as respondents seem to assume, the right at issue - the
right to which ihc actual or threatened harm must pertain
- were the tight to a law library or to legal assistance.
P*13] But Bounds established no such right, any mote
than E s t ^ c established a right to a prison hospital. The
right that Bounds acknowledged was the (already well-
established) right of access to the courts. E. g., Bounds,
430 U.S. at 817, 821,826. In the cases to whkb. Bounds
traced its roots, wo had protected that riglw by prohibit-
ing state prison officials from actively interfering with
inmates' attempts to prepare legal documents, c. g,,
Johnson v. Awry. 393 U.S. 483, 484, 489-490, 21 L.
Ed. 2d 718, 89 5, C*. 747 {19691 or file tbsm. e. g.,
Ex pane Hull. 312 DC& 546, 547-549, 85JLEd. 1034,
61 S. O , 640 {1941), and by requiring state couits to
waive filing fees, e. g., Bums v. Ohio, 360 US. 252,
258, 3JL Ed. 2dl209r 79 S. Ct 1164 (W9), or
transcript fees, c. g., Griffin x lUmpis, 351 US. 12,
19,100 L. Ed. 891, 76 S. a. 395 (1956), fbi indigent
inmates. Bounds focused on the same entitlement of ac-
cess to the courts, Aldioufih it-affirmed a court order
[•3511 requiring North Gooliiia to make Jaw library
facilities available to inmates, k stressed that that was
merely "one constitutionally acceptable method to assure
meaningful access to the conns.,' and that "oar decision
here. . . docs not lbre<aose alternative means to [**14]
achieve that goal." 430 US. or 830. In other words,
prison law libraries and legal 4**Wanf* progtams are
not ends in themselves, but only, the means for ensuring
"a reasonably adequate oppomiiity to present claimed
violations [***618] of flindameital constitutional lights
to !he courts." Id., at 825,

Because Bounds did not create an abstract, freestand-
ing right to a law library or legal assistance, an in-
mate cannot establish relevant actual injury simply by
establishing that his prison's lay library or legal assis-
tance program is subpar m some theoretical sense. Thai

would be the precise analog of the healthy inmate claim-
ing constitutional violation because of lhe Inadequacy of
tiie prison mfirmary. Insofar as tbe right vindicated by
Bounds is concerned, "nieaningJhl access to the courts
is the touchstone/ &L at 823 (internal quotation marks
omitted), and the Inmate therefore uutst go one step far-
ther and demonstrate that the alleged shortcomings in the
library or legal assistance program hindered his effons to
pursue a legal claim. He might show, for example, that
a complaint he prepared was dismissed for feilur* to sat-
isfy some technical F*15) reqairement which, because
of deficiencies in the prison's legal assistance facilities,
he could not have known. Or that he had suffered ar-
guably actionable harm that he wished to bring before
the courts, but was so stymied by inadequacies of fee
law library that he was unable even to file a complaint.

Although Bounds itself nude no mention of an actual-
injury requirement, it can hardly be thought to have
eliminated mat constitutional prerequisite. And actual
injury is apparent on the race of almost all the opin-
ions in Ae 35 year line of access-to-courts cases on
which Bounds relied, see * „ [*$52J m 821-825. n2
Moreover, the assumption of an actual-mjury require-
ment seema to us implicit in the opinion's statement thai
"we encourage local experimentation" in various meth-
ods of assuring access to (he court*. Id., at 832. One
such experiment, for example, might replace libraries
with some minimal access to legal advice and a system
of court-provided forms such as those that contained
the original complaints in two of the more significant
inmate-inAWed cases in reccm years, ^ m # * % Conner,
515 %& 472, r**6J9J 132 L>Ed.2d 418, 115 S. Ct.
2293 (1995), and Hudson v. McMiUian, 503 US. 1,
117 L. Md. 2dl56, 112 S. Ct 995 l*+ty (1992) -
forma that asked ibe inmates to provide only the facts
and not to attempt any legal analysis. Yfe hardly think
chat what we meant by "experimenting" with such an
alternative was singdy announcing it, wherenpon suit
would immediately lie to declare It theoretically inad-
equate and bring the experiment to a close. We think
we envisioned, instead, that the new [+353] program
would remain in place at least until some inmate could
demonstrate that a naofrivoloua n3 legal claim had heen
frustrated or was being impeded. n4

n2 JUSTICE STEVENS suggests tiiat Ex pane
Hull. 312 US. 546, 85 L. 2 6 1034, 615. Ct 640
(1941), cSMtMimhe* that even a lost frivolous claim
establishes standing co complain of a denial of access
to courts, see poai, ai 408-409. As an initial matter,
ihai is quite Impossible, since standing was neither
challenged nor discussed in that case, and we have
repeaiedly held that the existence of unaddressedju-
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risdictkmal defects has no precedential effect. See,
e, g., Federal election Comm'n v. NRA Miticel
Victory Fund, 513 U.S. 88, 97. 130 L. Ed. 2d 439,
115 S. a. S37 (1994); Unked States v. More, 7
US. 159, 3 Crunch 159, 172, 2L. Ed. 397 (1805)
(Marshall, C J.) (statement il oral argument). On
the merits, however, it is simply not true that the
prisoner's claim In Hull was frivol on*. We rejected
it because it had been procedurally defaulted by, in-
ter alia, failure to object at trial and failure to in-
ctade a transcript with the petition, 312 O.S. at SSL
If all proceduially defaulted claims were frivolous.
Rule 11 business would be brisk indeed, JUSTICE
STEVENS's assertion that vwe held that the smug-
gled petition had insufficient merit evsa to require
an aiuwcr from the Stale, "post, at 408-409, is mis-
leading. The attorney general of Michigan appeared
In ike case, and our opinion discussed the merits of
the claim at some length, see 312 US. <u549-5SL
The posture of the case was such, however, that we
treated the claim "as a motion for leave to file a pe-
tition for writ of habeas corpus/ id., at S50; after
analyzing petitioner's case, we found it "insufficient
to compel an order requiring the warden to awwer/
id., at 551 (emphasis added). That i* not remotely
equivalent to finding thai the underlying claim was
frivolous.

n3 JUSTICE SOUTER believes dial Bounds v.
Smith, 430 %& W% 52L.Ed. 2d72>97 S. O.
1491 (1977), guarantees prison inmates the right
to present frivolous daixas - the determination of
which suffices to confer standing, he says, because
it assumes chat the dispute "'will be presented in an
adversary context and in a f<km historically viewed
as capable of Judicial resolution/" post, at 398-399,
quoting Ftast v. Cohen, 392 U.S. 83, 101, 20 L.
Ed. 2d947, 88 S. Ct 1942 (1968). TWs would
perhaps have seamed like good law at the time of
Blast, but our later opinions have made it expUo
ittj clear that Hast eired in assuming Hat as&inanee
of "serious and adversarial treatment' was the only
value protected by standing! See, t. g.. United
States v. Richardson, 418 US. 166. 176-180. 41
L.M.U 678, 94 £ Ct. 29*10 (1974); Schlesinger
v. Reservists Gomm. to Stop the Vhr, 418 US.
208, 220-223, 41 L, Ed. 2k 706, 94 S. Ct 2925
(1974). Hast failed to recognize that this doctrine
has a separaiioa-of-powers coopoaaoc. which keeps
courts within certain traditiffl tal bounds vis-a-vis the
other branches, concrete adv ssenesa or not. Thai is
where ibe "actual injury" re piirement comes from.
Not everyone who can point to some "concrete" act
and is "adverse" can call in tbe courts to examine the

propriety of executive action, bui only someone who
has been actually iiyured. Depriving someone of an
arguable (though not yet established) claim inflicts
actual injury because it deprives Mm of something
of value - arguable claims are settled, bought, and
sold. Depriving someone of a frivolous claim, cm
the other hand, deprives him of nothing at all, e%-
ceptpediapsthepwii^mei^ofFEdeTalR^eof^vil
Procedure 11 sanctions.

n4 JUSTICE SOUTBR suggests that he would
waive this actual-injury requirement in cases 'in-
volving substantial, systemic deprivation of access
to court" - that is, in cases involving " a direct,
substantial and continuous . . . limit an legal
materials," "total denial of access to a library," or
"an absolute deprivation of access to all legal m*r
ter ia lV post, # 401, and 400, n. 2. That view
rests upon iho expansive understanding of Bounds
diM we have repudiated, Unless prisoners have a
freestanding tight to libraries, a showing of the sort
JUSTICE SOUTER describes would establish no rel-
evant injury in fact, i. e., ujjuiy-in-fect caused by
the violation of legal right. See Alien v. Wright,
468 K& 737f 751, 82L.Ed. 2d556, 104S. O,
3315 (1984). Denial of access to the courts could
not possibly cause the harm of inadequate libraries,
but only thebaon of lost, rejected, or impeded legal

Of course, JUSTICE WITHER'* proposed excep-
dciilsunlikdytobcofrriuchK^-woridsignifiwracc
in any event. Where the situation is so extreme as
to constitute "an absolute deprivation of access to all
legal materials," finding a prisoner with a claim af-
fected by this aaicmity will probably be easier than
proving the extremity.

[*354] & imia be acknowledged that several s t a ^
ments in Bounds wembeyemd the dght of access lecog-
fiteed in the earlier cases on which ii Killed, which wasa
right» bttog to court a grievance thai the inmate wisbed
10 ptesem, see, e. g., Etparte fltoft 312 U.S. at 547-
548; Griffl* v. iUlnoh, 351 US. at 13-16; Johnson v.
Amy, 393 US. at 489. These statements appear to sug-
gest that the State must enable the prisoner to discover
grievances, and to litigate effectively onoe in court. See
Bounds, 430 US. at 825-826, andn. 14. Theseelabo-
twiem upon the right of access to the courts have no an-
lecedent in our pie-Bounds cases, and we now disclaim
them. To demand the conferral of such so-pliisticated le-
gal capabilities upon a [***6201 mostly uneducated and
indeed largely illiterate prison population is effectively
to demand permanent provision of counsel, which we
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do not believe the Constitution ieqnires.

Finally, we must observe that the injury requirement
is not satisfied by just any type of frustrated legal claim.
Nearly all of tire access-to^ourts cases in the Bounds
fine involved attempts by inmates to pursue direct ap-
peal* from the convictions [**20] for which they were
incarcerated, see Douglas v. California, 372 U.S. 353,
# 4 9L. Ed. 2d8U, 83 S. O . 814 (1963);Burns v.
Ohio, 360 B& at 253, 258; Griffin v. Illinois, supra,
at 13, 18; Cochran v. Kansas, S316 US. 255, 256. 86
U &L 1453, 62 5. Ct. 1068 (1942), or habeas pe-
tition*, see Johnson v. Xwa% SMpra, ai 489; Smith v.
Bennett, 365 U.S. 708, 709-710, 6L. Ed. 2d39> 81 &
a. 895 (1961); Exparte Hull, sup™, ** 547-548. to
Wiffv. McDonnell 418 US. 539, 41L Ed. 2d935,
94S. (%. 2963 (1974), we eKteoded this universe of rel-
evant claims only alighdy, to wcivil rights actions" - i.
e.7 actions under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 to vindicate "bade
constitutioijal rights." 418 U.S. at 579- Significantly,
we felt compelled to justify even this slight extension
of the right of access to the coirts, stressing that "the
(Iqnareaiion line between civil rights actions and habeas
[*355J petition) is not always clea%" and that "it is
futile to contend chat the Civil RigbU Act of 1871 has
less importance in ow constitutional scheme than does
the Great Writ." Ibid. The prispn law library imposed
in Bounds itself was far from an all-subject facility. In
rejecting the contention that the State's proposed col-
lection was inadequate, the District [**21] Court thcrc

"This Court does not feel inmates need the eaiue U,S.
Code Annotated. Most of that'code deals with federal
laws and regulations that would sever involve a stale
prisoner. . . .

"It is also the opinion of this Court W the cost of
N, C Digest and Modem Federal Practice Digest will
surpass the usefulness of these research aids. They
cover mostly areas not of concern to inmates." *5
Supplemental App, to Pet. for Cert, la Bounds Y.
Smith, O. T. 1976, No. 75-915! p . 18.

In oilier wondLs, Bounds does not guarantee inmates the
[++22] wherewithal to transform themselves into liti-
gating engines capable of filing] everything from share-
holder derivative actions to sltp-and-foll claims. T te
tools it requires to be provide^ are those that the in-
mates need in order to attack their sentences, directly or
collaterally, and in order to challenge the conditions of
their confinement. Impairmed of any other litigating
capacity is simply one of the incidental (and perfectly
constitutional) consequences of conviction and incazcer-

D5 The District Court order in this case, by con-
trast, required ADOC to stock each library with,
inter alia, the Arizona Digest, the Modern Federal
Practice Digest, Carpus Juris Seamdmn> and afiill
set of the United States Code Aimoraied, and to pro-
vide a 3040 hoar videotaped legal research course
covering "relevant tort and civil law, including im-
migration and family issues." App. to Per. for Cert.
69a, 71a; 834 E Supp. 1553, 1S61-1S62 (Ariz.

Here the District Court MenliGed [***A21I only two
Instances of actual injury, in describing ADOC; fail-
ures with respect to illiterate and iK>n-English-speaking
prisoners, it found that "as a result of the inability to re-
ceive adequate legal assistance, prisoners who are slow
readers have had their cases dismissed with prejudice,"
dndthat "other prisoners have been unable to file legal
actions." 834 E Supp., at 1558. Ahnough the use of
ihe plural suggests that several prisoners sustained these
actual harms, the court identified only one prisoner in
each instance, 2&, at 1558f m . 37 (lawsuit of inmate
Bartholic dismissed with prejudice), 38 (inmate Harris
unable to file a legal action).

Petitioners contend thai "any lack of access experi-
enced by these two inmates is not attributable to uncon-
stitutional State policies/ because ADOC "has met its
constitutional obligations/ Brief for Petitioners 32, u.
22. The claim appears to be that all inmates, including
the illiterate ami non-Engllah speaking, have a right to
rotting more mm "physical access to excellent libraries,
plus help from legal assistants and law clerks." ML, at
35. This misreads Bounds, whlct as we have said guar-
aoiees no particular meCtodology but ra&er the ccnferjal
of a capability - the c^ribility of bringing contemplated
chall enges bo sentences or conditions of confinement be-
fore die courts. Warn any Inmate, even an illiterate or
non-English-speaking inmate, shows that an actionable
claim of this nature which he desired to bring has been
lost or rejected, or (ha the presentation of such a ctatD
is currently being prevented, because this capability of
filing suit has not been provided, be demonstrates that
the State has failed to famish "adequate law libraries
or adequate assi stance from persons trained in the law,"
Bounds, 430 US. at 828 (emphasis added). Of course,
[**24] we leave it to prison officials to determine bow
best to ensure that inmates with language problems have
a reasonably adequate opportunity to file nonfrivoions
legal claims challenging their convictions or conditions
of confinement Hut it is [*357] that capability, rather
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ihantbie capability of tnnnng pages m a law library, that
is the touchstone.

Having rejected petitioners' argument that the injuries
suffered by Bartholic and Harris do not count, we turn
to the question whether those injuries, and the other
findings of the District Comet, support the injunction or-
dered in this case, llie actual-injury iwjuireinent would
hardly serve the purpose we have described above -
of preventing courts from undertaking tasks assigned to
the political branches - if once a plaintiff demonstrated
harm from one particular inadequacy in government ad-
ministration, the court were authorized to remedy all
inadequacies in that administration. Hie remedy must
of course be limited to the inadequacy that produced
the injuiyinfect that the plaintiff ha$ established. See
Missouri v. Jenkins, 515 US. 70, % 89, 132 L. Ed.
2d 63, 115 S. a. 2038 (1995) ("The nature of the ,
, , remedy w to be determined by the [**25] nature
and scope of the constitutional yiotadon") (citarion and
internal quotation marks omitted).

This is no leas true with respect to class actions than
with respect to other suits. [***622] "Thai a suit may
be a class action . . . adds nothing to the question
of standing, for even named plaintiffs who represent a
class 'must allege and show that they personally have
been injured, c^t thai injury has beta sujffcrcd by oihcr,
unidentified members of the class to which they belong
and which they purport 10 represent." Sitnon y. Eastern
Ky. Vttfar* Eights Organization, 426 US. 26 40, n.
20, 48 L. Ed. 2&450, 96 5. O, 1917(1976), quoting
Wmh Y StWn, 422 US. 490, ?02, 45L EcL 2d343.
95 S. O. 2197 (19751 Tte general allegations of the
complaint m the present case may well have sufficed to
claim injury by named plaintiffs, and hence sianding to
demand remediation, with respect to various alleged in-
adequacies in the prison system, farfflwrfftig failure to pro-
vide adequate legal assistance to non-EBglisb-speaking
tnmaies and lockdown prisoners: Thai point Is irrclevanc
now. however, for we are beyond Ac pleading stage.

1*358] 'Since they are not mere pleading requirements,
but rather an indispensable part of the plaintiffs case,
each[**26] demenr [of s t m d z ^ must be supported in
the same way as any other matter on which the plaintiff
bears the burden of proof, u e,, with the manner and
degree of evidence required at me successive stages of
the litigation. At the pleading stage, general factual alle-
gations of Injury resulting frond (tha defendant's conduct
may suffice, for on a motion to dismiss we presume that
general allegations embrace thaie specific facts that are
necessary to support the claim. In response to a sum-

mary judgment motion, however the plaintiff can no
longer rest on such mere allegations, but must set forth
by affidavit or other evidence specific facts, which far
puiposes of die summary judgment motion, will be taken
to be true. And at the final stage, those facts (if con-
troverted) must be supported adequately by the evidence
adduced at trial/ Lujan % Defenders of Wildlife, 504
# & 555, 561, 119 L. Ed. 2d 351$ 112 & CL 2130
( i992)(ciut iomandktcrnidq^^

After the trial in this caw, the court found actual in-
jury on the part of only one named plaintiff, Bartholic;
and the cause of that injury - the inadequacy which the
suit empowered the court to remedy - was failure of
the prison to provide [••27] the special services that
Bartholic would have needed, in light of his illiteracy,
to avoid dismissal of his case. At the outset, therefore,
we c«n eliminate from the proper scope of this injunction
provisions directed at special services or special facili-
ties required by non-English speakers, by prisoners in
lockdown, and by the inmate population at large. If
inadequacies of this character exisu they have not been
found to have harmed any plaintiff in this lawsuit, and
hence were not the proper object of this District Court's
rttnediation. n6

n6 JUSTICE STEVENS concludes, in gross, chat
Barthollc's and Harris' injuries arc" sufficient to sat-
isfy any constitutional [standing] concerns," post, at
40$. But standing is net dispensed in gross. If the
right to complain of one administrative deficiency
aiitomadcally conferred the right to complain of all
administrative deficiencies, any citizen aggrieved In
one respect could bring the whole structure of state
administration before ihe courts for review. Hiat is
of course ooc the law. As we have said, "nor does
a plaintiff who has been subject to injurious conduct
of one kind possess by virtue of that iryury the nec-
essary stake in litigating conduct of another kind,
although similar, to which ho has not been subject."
JMUTOK Ymtslcy. 4S7U.S. 991, 999t 73L. Ed. 2d
534, 101 S. CL 2777 (1982). As even JUSTICE
SOUTER concedes, the inability of respondents to
produce any evidence of actual injury to other than
illiterate inmates (Bartholic and Harris) "dispose [s]
of the challenge to remedial orders insofar as they
touch nonrBogUsh speakers and iocfcdown prison-
ers," Post, at 395,

Contrary to JUSTICE STEVENSs suggestion,
see post, at 408, n. 4, our holding that ie*p*m.
dents lacked standing to cocsplain of injuries to non-
English speakers and lockdown prisoners does not
airroumto'aamclusioatliattlieclasswaiiiiTprQper.1'
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The standing determination is quite separate from
certification of tbe class. Again, Blum proves the
point: In that case, we held that a class of "all
residents of skilled musing and health related mus-
ing facilities m New Ybrk Slate who are recipients
of Medicaid benefits'" lacked standing to challenge
transfers to hiflner levels of care, even though they
had staDdir^ to chidlenge discharges and transfers to
lower levels; but we did not (disturb the class defini-
tion. See 457 US. at 997. n. U9 999-1002.

[*359] As to remedialioa of the inadequacy [***623]
that caused Bartholic's iojuiy, a fuither question re-
mains: v%s &M inadequacy widespread enough to jus-
tify systemwide relief? The only fnodingesupportkig the
proposition that, in all ofADOC's facilities, an illitcratt
inmate wishing to file a claim would be unable to receive
lheassismnceiiecessaJ7todosoweoDe(l)^flndiiigwith
respect to Bartholic, at the Florence facility, and (2) the
finding that Harris, wbile incarcerated at Perry ville, had
once been "unable to ffle [a] legal action.11834 E Supp.,
atlSSS. These two inatances were apatenUy inadequate
basis for a conclusion of systemwide violation and im-
position of systemwide relief . See Dayton Bd. cfEd.
K Brinkman, 433 US. 406, 417, S3L. Ed. 2d8Sl> 97
S. Q . 2766 {1977) ("Instead of tailoring a remedy com*
messmate with the three specific violations, the Court
of Appeals imposed a aystemwide remedy going beyond
tbrir scope9); id., at420COrity if there has been a sy*-
wmwide impact may there be a systcinwide remedy11);
[•3*0] Cdmio v. Ibmasdfd, 442 %& 682, 702, 61
L. Ed. 2d 176, 99 & Ct. 2545, (1979) ("The scope of
injancxive relief is dictated by the extent of tbe viola-
don established, not by the geographical extent of the
plaintiff class").

To be sure, tbe District Court also noted thai "the trial
testimony . , . indicated that (here axe prisoners who
are unable to research the law because of their functional
Oltancy,1 834 E Svpp-, <* 1S58. As we have dis-
cussed, however, the Constitution does not require tiiat
prisoners (literate or Illiterate) bfc able to conduct gener-
alized research, but only thai the^
grievances to tibc courts - a more limited capability that
can be produced by a much nxjre limited degree of legal
assistance. Apan from fee dismissal of Bartholic's claim
with prejudice, and Harris's inability to file his claim,
there is no finding, and as far jas we can discern from
the record no evidence, that in Arizona prisons illiterate
prisoners cannot obtain the mjAimal help necessary to
file particular claims that they wish to bring before the
courts. The constitutional viola ion has not been shown
to be systemwide, and granting a remedy beyond what
was necessary to provide relief |to Harris and Bartholic

was therefore improper. a7

n7 Our holding regarding die inappropriatciicss of
sysiemwide relief for illiterate inmates does not rest
upon the application of standing roles, but wher.
like JUSTICE SOUTER's conclusion, upon "the re-
spondents' failure to prove that denials of access
to illiterate prisoners pervaded the Stale's prison
system," post, at 597. In one respect however,
JUSTICE SOUTER's view of this issue differs from
ours. He bdieves trial systemwide relief would have
bem appropriate "had the findings shown libranes in
shambles throughout the prison system," ibid. That
is continent with his view, which we have rejected,
that lack of access to adequate library facilities qual-
ifjee as relevant injury in fact, seen. 4, supra.

Contrary to JUSTICE SOUTER's assertion, post,
at 397, the issue of syBtomwide idief has nothing to
do wilh the law goveming class actions. Whether or
not a class of plaintiffs with frustrated nonfrivolouB
claims exists, and no matter how extensive this class
may be, uslcw it was established thai violations widi
respect to thai ohm occuired in all institutions of
Arizona's system, there was no basis for a remedial
decree imposed upon all those institutions. However
inadequate the library feeHtatai may be as a theoreti-
ca! matter, various prisons may have oihet means (ac-
tive assistance from 'jaffliouse lawyers/ coxoplmnt
fonns, etc.) ibat suffice ID prevent the legal barm
of denial of access to the courts. Courts have no
power to presume and remediate barm that has not
been established.

[+361] P++HR2EI [***HR16B] [*+30] IE

Tlxere are further reasons why the order here cannot
stand. We held In JUmerv Sofia 482US, 78.96L.
Ed 2d64f 107S. Or. 2254(1987), thar a prison reg-
ulation impinging on inmates' constitutional rights "is
valid if l i k reasonably rdaied to legltimaic penologU
cal interests." M r at 89. Such a deferential standard is
necessary, we explained,

"if "prison administrators . . . , and roc the courts,
[are) to make tbe difficult jnrigmenrs concerning institu-
tional operations.' Subjecting the day-to-day Judgments
of prison officials to an inflexible strict scrutiny anal-
ysis would seriously hamper their ability to anticipate
security problems and to adopt innovative solutions to
the intractable problems of prison adrmnistrarion." Ibid.
(cLwtian omitted), quoting Jones % North Coroiina
Prisoners' Labor Union, htc.t 433 U.S. 7 # /2R 53
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L. Ed. 24 629, 97 S. CL 2532 (1977).

These ate the same concerns that led us to encourage
"local experimentation" in Bounds, see supra, m 352,
and we tnink it quite obvious that Bounds and Turner
most be read in pan mat&ria. ,

The District Court here failed to accord adequate def-
erence to the judgment of the prison authorities in at
least three significant [**31] respects. First, the court
concluded that ADOC' s restrictions on tockdown pris-
oners* access to law libraries were unjustified. Tinner'*
principle of deference has special force with regard to
that issue, since the inmates inlockdown include "the
moat dangerous and violent prisoners in the Arizona
prison system," and other inmates presenting special dis-
cipliiwy and security concerns. Brief for Petitioners 5.
The District Court made much of toe fact [*362] that
lockdown prisoners routinely mqmumm delays in re-
ceiving legal materials or legal assistance, eom@ as long
as 16 days, 834 E Supp., at 1557, artdn. 23, but so
long as they are the product of prison regulations rea-
sonably related to legitimate penologicd interests, such
delays are not of constitutional significance, even where
they result in actual injury (which, of course, the District
Court did not find here).

Second, the injunction imposed by the District Court
was inordinately - indeed, wildly - intrusive. There is
no need to belabor this point One need only read the
order, see App. to Pet. for Cot . 61a-85a, to appre-
ciate that it is the ne plus ultra-of what [*+*625] our
opinions have lamented as a court's "in ihc name of the
Constitution, [••32] becoming , . , enmeshed in the
minutiae of prison operations." Bell v. Wblfish, 441 U.S.
520, 562, 60 L. /*++#%*%&/ Ed. 2d447,99 $. <S.
mi (19791

Finally, the order was developed through a process
that felled 10 give adequate consideration to the views of
state prison authorities. Vfe have said that "the strong
considerations of comity that require giving a state court
system thai has convicted a. defendant the Hist opportu-
mty to correct its own enois . . I also require giving tbe
Stales the first opportunity to ccjnect the errors made hi
the tfiTfcTTiflj administration of their priaons." Prtiser v.
[*+5j Rodriguez. 411 U.S. 475^192, 36L, Ed. 2d439.
93 & Ct. 1827 (1973). For an ^lustration of the proper
procedure in a case such as Otis, we need look no far-
ther than Bounds itself. There, jaftei granting summary
judgment for the inmates, the District Court refrained
from "'dictating precisely whidcourse the State should
follow/ " Bounds, 430 U.S. at SIS. Rather, recognizing
tnat "determining toe '^ppropriie relief to he ordered.
. . preseois a difficult problem,'* the court "'charged

die Department of Correction wiih the task of devising
a Constitutionally sound piogiani' to assure inmate ac-
cess to the courts." Id., at 818-819. The 1**33] State
responded wiih a proposal, which the District Court ul-
timaiety approved wiih minor changes, after considering
objections P363J raised by the inmates. # . , at 819-
820. V^ p i ^ e d this procedure, ob^rvijigfliatihca)im
had "scrupulously respected the limits on pts] role," by
"not, . , thrusting itself into prison administration"
and instead permitting "prison administrators [to] exer-
cise wide discretion within the bounds of constitutional
requirements/ Id., at 832-833.

As Bounds was an exemplar of what should be done,
this case is a model of what should not. The District
Court totally failed to heed the admonition of Pieiser.
Having found a violation of the right of access to the
courts, ii conferred upon its special master, a law profes-
sor from Flushing, New Tbrk, rather than upon ADOC
Officials, 0ifcte8ponsilM% for devising a remedial plan.
1b make matters won*, it wvwely limited the remedies
that the master could choose. Because, in the court's
view, its order in an earlier access-to-courts case (an or-
der t u t adopted die rcoommcndflrioiifi of the same special
master) had "resolved successfully" most of the issues
involved in this litigation, the court [•*34| instructed
that as to those issues it would implement Ae earlier or-
der statewide, "with any mtxIifkAfNw that the parties
and Special Master determine are necessary due to the
particular circumstances of tbc prison facility," App, to
Pet for Cert. 88a (footnote omitted). This will not do.
The State was entitled to far more than m opportunity
for rebuttal, and on that ground alone this order would
have to be set aside. n8

n8 JUSTICE STEVENS bdieves that the Staic of
Arizona 'is most to blame for ihc objectionable char-
acter of the final gnjuncdve] order,"post, at411. for
two reasons: First, because of its lack of cooperation
in prison litigation three to five years earlier before
tbe same judge, see Gluth v. Kangas, 773 E Supp.
1309 (Ariz. 1988). But tbe rule that federal coons
must "give flie States the first opportunity to cor-
rect tbe errors made in the internal administration of
their prisons," Preberv. Rodriguez, 411 US. 475,
492. 36L. Ed. U439. 93 S. O . 1827 (1973)f is
not to be set aside when a judge decides that a State
was insoffieiefltiy cooperative in a different, earlier
case. There was no indication of obstructive tac-
tics by the Stale in the present case, from which one
ought to have concluded that the Stare had learned iia
lesson. Second, JUSTICE STEVENS contends that

• tbe State failed vigorously to oppose application of
the Gluth methodology to the present litigation. But
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surely there was no reaso doubt that the State
objected to that methodology. JUSTICE STEVENS
demands from the Scare, we think, an imattainafflft
degree of courage and foolishness in insisting that,
having been punished for its recalcitrance in the ear-
lier case by the imposition of Che Gluih methodol-
ogy, it antagonize the District Court further by "zeal-
ously" insisting that that mcdiodology, recently vin-
dicated on appeal, roust be abandoned. It sufficed,
we think, for the State to submit for the record at
every turn that "Defendant*, objections and sugges-
tions for modifications shall hot be deemed a waiver
of these Defendants' right to appeal prior mlingstojd
orders of this Court or appeal from the subsequent
final Order setting forth the Injunctlve relief regard-
ing legal access issues," see, e. g,, App. 221»225,
231, 239, 243.

r**62Q [*36fl * * *

1**35] For the foregoing reasons, we reverse the judg-
ment of the Court of Appeals and remand the case for
further proceedings consistent with this opinion.

It is so ordered.

CONCUKBY: THOMAS; SOUTER ( h Rut)

CONCUR: JUSTICE THOMAS, concurring.
The Constitution charges fcdicral judges with decid-

ing cases and controversies, not with running state pris-
ons. Yet, too frequently, federal district courts in the
name of ihe Constitution effect: wholesale takeovers of
state correctional facilities and run them by judicial de-
cree. This case i« a textbook example. Dissatisfied wkh
the quality of foe law libraries and the legal assistance
at Arizona's correctional institutious, the District Court
Imposed a statewide decree on i be Arizona Department
of Collections (ADOQ, dictWg in excruciatingly
minute detail a program to assjst inmates in the filing
of lawsuits - light down to permissible noise levels in
library reading rooms. Such jJross overreaching by a
federal district court simply cannot be tolerated in our
federal system. Principles of federalism and separation
of powers dictate that exclusive responsibility for ad-
ministering scale prisons resides with the State and its

[*36S] Of [**3G] course, prison officials most main-
tain their facilities consistent with the restrictions and
obligations imposed by the Coikstitution. In Sounds v.
Smith, 430 US 817. 52 L. Ed\2d 72, 97S. a. 1491
(1977). vre recognized as pan |of the Stare's constitu-
tional obligations a duty to provide prison inmates with

law libraries or other legal assistance at state expense,
an obligation we described as pan of a loosely defined
"right of access to the corns" enjoyed by prisoners.
While ihe Constitution may guarantee state Inmates an
opportunity to bring suit to vindicate their federal con-
stitutional rights, I find no basis in the Constitution. -
and Bounds cited none - for the right to have fbe gov-
enunenf finance the endeavor,

I join the majority opinion because it places sensible
and much-needed limitations on the seemingly limitless
right to assistance created in Bounds and because it clar-
ifies the scope of the federal cows ' aoiboriry to subject
state prisons to remedial decrees, I write separately to
make dear my doubts about the validity of [***627]
Bounds and to reiterate my observation in Missouri v.
JerMns, 51$ US. 70, 132 L. Ed. 2d 63, US S. O.
2038 (1995), that the federal judiciary his for die last
half century been exercising 'equitable" powers and is-
suing structural decrees entirely out of line with its con-
stitutional mandate.

This case is not about a right of "access TO the courts/
Tliere is no proof that Arizona has prevented cvenasin-

a petition for a writ of habeas corpus. Instead, (hi* case
is about the extent to whicb the Constitution requires a
State to finance or otherwise asaisc a prisoner's efforts
to bring suit against the State and its officials.

In Bounds v Smith, supra, we recognized for die first
time a -fundamental constitutional right" of all inmates
to have the State "assist [them] hi the preparation and
filing ofmeaningfullcgsd papers."/tf., at828. Yfeweie
not explicit [+$66\ as to the forms the State's assistance
must take, %mt we did hold thai, ai a T*tifrinnm». States
must furnish prisoners "with adequate law libraries or
adequate assistance from persons trained in the law."
Ibid. Although our cases prior to Bounds occasionally
referenced a constiTutioaal right of access to die courts,
we had never before recognized a freestanding constitu-
tional righi dial requires die Stales 10 "shoulder aTfinna-
Gve p*M] obligations/ id., at 824, w order [**43]
to "insure that inmate access to the courts is adequate,
effective, and meaningful," id., at Sill

Recognition of such broad and novel principles of con-
stitutional law are rare enough under our system of law
that I would have expected the Bounds Court to ex-
plain at length the constitutional basis for the right to
state^provided legal materials and legal assistance. But
the majority opinion in Bounds failed to identify a sin-
gle provision of the Constitution to support the right
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created in that case, a fact thai- did not go unnoticed
in strong dissent* by Chief Justice Butger and then-
JUSTICE REHNQUET See UL, at 833-834 (opinion
of Burger, C J.) C"flbe Court leaves us uneofighfened as
to the source of the 'right of access to the courts' which it
perceives or of the requirement that States Toot me Dill'
for assuring such access far prisoners who want to act as
kgal researchers and brief writers'); id., a/<540 (opinion
of REHNQUIST, 1) ("The 'fundamental constitutional
right of access to the courts' which the Court announces
today is created virtually out of i whole cloth with little
or no reference to the Constitution from [**39] which
it is supposed to be derived"). The dissents' calls for
an explanation as to which provision of die Constitution
guarantees prisoners a right no consult a law library or
a legal assistant, however, went unanswered. This is
perhaps not surprising: Just thro© years before Bounds
was decided we admitted that the "the precise rationale*
for many of the "access to the courts* cases on which
Bounds relied had "never been explicitly stated," and
that no Clause that had thus far been advanced "by itself
provides [•3*7] an entirely satisfactory basis for the re-
sult reached-* Ross v. Moffto, 417 K& 600, 608-609,
[**+S2SJ 41L. Ed. 24342, 94S. Or. 2437(1974).

The weakness in the Conn's constitutional analysis in
Bounds is punctuated by our inability, in the 20 years
since, to agree upon the constitutional sowee of the sup-
posed right. We have described the right articulated in
Bounds as a "consequence" of due process, Murray %
Giamuano, 492 US. 1,11. n. 6,106L. Ed. 2d h 109
S. a . 2765 (1989) (plurality opinion) (citing Proamier
Y. Martinez, 416 US. 396, 419. 40JL Ed. 2d224, 94
5. <X 1800 (1974)), as an "aspect" of equal protection,
492 US. at 11, iu 6 (citation omitted), or as an "equal
protection guarantee," Fmnsyhmia y, Finley, [**40J
481 US. 551, 557, 95L. Ed. 2d539, 107S. Cf. 1990
(1987). In no instance, however, have we engaged in
rigorous constitutional analysis lof the basis for the as-
serted right. Tims, even as we endeavor IO address the
question presented in this case f- whether the District
Court's order "exceeds &e constitutional requirements
set forth In Bounds/Pet. forCejrt i - w e do 50 without
knowing which Amendment to the Constitution governs
our inquiiy. j

It goes without saying that j we ordinarily require
more exactitude when evaluating asserted constitutional
rights. "As a. general matter; the Court has always been
Tehictant" to extend constitntion^ protection to Irndbar*
reared aieals]/ where the "goideposts for responsible dc-
dsionmaking . . . are scarce and open-ended." Collins
v. Harkir Heights. 503 US. 115, 125, 117 L* Ed. 2d
261,112S. Cu 1061 (1992). It as a bedrock principle of
juolcWitstran% that aright be

116 3. Ct. 2174;
135 L. Ed. 2d 606, ***627

or tradition of a specific constitutional provision before
we wUl recognize ll as fundamental, Strict adherence to
this approach is esseniM if we are to Mfill
tionaijy assigned nole of giving M l effect to the mandate
of ttw Framers without infusing the cosnstltinionalflfaic
with our own political [**41] views.

In lieu of constitutional text, history, or tradition,
Bounds turned primarily to precedent ID recognizing the
right 10 scale assistance in the researching and filing of
prisoner [*368J claims. Our cases, however, had never
recognized a right of cne kind articulated in Bounds, and,
in my opinion, could aot reasonably have been read to
rapport sochaiitftt. Prior to Bounds, two lines of cases
dominated our so-called "access to the courts" jurispru-
dence. Oneoftheselii^, rooted largdy in principles of
equal protection, invalidated state filing and transcript
fees and imposed limited affirmative obligations on the
States to ensure that their criminal procedures did not
discriminate on the basis of poverty. These oases recog-
nized a right to equal access, and any affirmative obli-
gfltioiM imposed (e. g., a free transcript or counsel on
a firet appeal as of right) were strictly limited to en-
suring equality of access, not access in its own right.
In a second line of cases, we invalidated sine prison
regulations thai restricted or effectively prohibited jn-
maies from filing habeas corpus petitions or civil lights
lawsuits in federal court to vindicate federally protected
[**42] rights. While the cases in this line did guaran-
tee a certain amount of access to ihe federal courts, they
imposed no affirmative obligations on the States to facil-
itate access^ and held only that States may not "abridge
or impair" prisoners1 efforts to petition [****2$] afod-
oral court fen: vindication of federal rigfrs. Ex pane
Hull, 312 US. 546,549, 85L. Ed. 1034, 61 & Or. 640
(1941). Without pausing to consider either the reasoning
behind, or the constitutional basis for, each of these Inde-
pendent line; of cam law, the Court in Bounds engaged
in a loose and selective leading of our precedents as it
created a freestanding and novd right to state-supported
legal assistance. Despite the Court's purported reliance
on prior cases, Bounds in Ace represented a major de-
parture both from precedent and historical practice.

Inaserlesofc^esbegiimlQgwiffiGfraTTrtv. Illinois,
351 US. 12, 100 L. Ed. 891. 76 & Of. 585 (1956).
the Court invalidated state rules that required indigent
primfaftl ^dfrflflanrs 1X> pay Ayr trial Transcripts or m pay
other fees necessary to have thdr appeals [*369] or
habeas corpus petitions heard. According to the Bounds
Court, fliege decisions "struck down restrictions and re-
quired remedial measures to Insure that inmate access co
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(he COUTM is adequate, effective,,aid meaningful." 430
U.S. at 822, This is inaccurate. Notwithstanding the
suggestion in Bounds, oar transcript and fee cases did
not establish a freestanding right of access w the courts,
meaningful or otherwise.

In Griffin, for instance, we invalidated an Illinois rule
that charged criminal defendants a fee for a trial tran-
script accessary to secure full direct appellate review
of a criminal com/Won See £l US. at 13-14; id.,
at 22 (Frankfurter, 1 , concurring in judgment). See
also Ross v. Mqffltt, 417US. &6O5-6O6. Though we
held the fee TO be unconstitutional, oar decision did not
tum on the effectiveness or adequacy of the access af-
forded to criminal defendants generally. We were quite
explicit in reaffirming the century-old principle that va
State is not required by the FWtrai Constitution to pro-
vide appellate courts or a ri^it to appellate review at all."
Griffin, supra, at 18 (emphasis added) (citing itcKanev.
Durston, 153 US. 684, 687-488. 38L. Ed. 867.14 &
a. 913 {1894)). Indeed, the Cora in GrifBn was unan-
imous on this point See 351 # & at 21 (Frankfurter,
I , [**44] concurring in judgment) ("It is now settled
thai due process of law does not require a State to af-
ford review of criminal judgments'); id., at 27(Burton,
X, dissenting) ("Illinois, as the majority admit, could
thus deny an appeal altogether la a criminal case with-
out denying due process of law"); ld.f at 36 (Harlan 1,
dissenting) ("The majority of tne Court concedes that
the Fourteenth Amendment does not require the States
to provide for any kind of appellate review"). nl In
light [***630] of the Griffin Cost 's unanimous [*370]
pronouncement that a State is not constitutionally re-
quired to provide any court access to criminals who wiah
to challenge their convictions, the Bound* Court'* de-
scription of Griffin as ensuring "'adequate and effective
appellate rcvicw,nl 430 US. at 822 (quoting Griffin,
supra, at 20), is unsustainable.

nl Tflfe reaffirmed this principle almost two decades
late*, and just force years before tfcw*is v. Smith,
430 US. 817. S2LEL 2d 72, 97 S. Ct. 1491

- (1977), in Ross v. Maffitt, 4\7 US. 600. 41L. J5&
2d 341, 94 S. Q. 2437 (197$, where we observed
thai Grffln v. Illinois. 351 U\S. 12.100L. Ed. 891,
76 S. a. 585 (1956), and "Aicceedmg cases invali-
dated. . , financial barriers to the appellate process,
at the same time reaffirming me traditional principle
that a State is not obliged to provide any appeal ai
all for criminal defendants." Wl7US. at 606 (citing
McKane v. Dursnm, 153 US. 684, 33 L. Ed. 867,
14 S. a. 913 (1894)). See ilso 417 US. at 621.

116 S. a . 2174;
135L.Ed.2d606,***«29

[**45) Instead, Griffin rested on the quite different
principle that, while a State is not obliged 10 provide
appeals in criminal cases, the review a State chooses to
afford must not be administered in a way thai excludes
rudiments from the appellate process solely on account
of their poverty. ITiere is no mistaking the principle (bat
motivated Griffin:

"It is trae mm a State is not required by the Federal
CoiisrirMcmtoprovideapclJUt£«mmorarigrrttoap-
pdfete review at alL But that Ls not to say that a Stale that
does grant appellee review can do so in a way that dis-

of their poverty. _ . . At all stages of the proceedings
the Due Process and Equal Protection Clauses protect
Dndigeoi persons] 6am invidious discdminaUons. . , .

m. . . There can be no equal justice where the kind
of trial a mm gets depends on the amount of money he
km. Destitute defendant* must be afforded as adequate
appellate review as defendants who have money enough
to buy transcripts." 55/ U.S. at 18-19 (plurality opinion)
(citation omitted).

Justice Frankfurter, who provided tbe ftEft vote tor the
majority, confirmed p*461 in a separate writing that it
was invidious discrimination, and not the denial of ade-
quate, effective, or meaningful access to the courts, mat
rendered the mmoisreguktion unconstitutional: "When
a Suite deems it wise f*371] and jusi that convictions
be susceptible to review by an appellate court, it caxmot
by force of to exactions draw a true which precludes
convicted indigent persons . . . from securing such
a review . . . ." Ai, at 23 (opinion concurring in
judgment). Ibu*, contrary to the characterization in
Bounds, Griffin a$aod* not for the proposition that aU
mnMg^ ait mtMWwadeqWe appellate r ^ e w of t & ^
criminal convictions, but for the more modest rule that,
if the State chooses w afford appellate review, h "can
no more discriminate on account of poverty than on ac-
count of religion, race, or color.*4 Grgfin, supra, at 17
(plurality opinion). u2

n2 This is what Justice Breanan came to call
the "Griffin equality principle/ United States %
MacCoUom, 426 US. 317. 337. 48 L. Ed. 2*666,
96 & Ct. 2086 (1976) (ctisscntim opinion), and it
provided the rationale for a string of decisions diac
struck down a variety of state transcript and filing
fees as applied to indigent prisoners. Bounds cited a
number of these cases in support of flie right to "ade-
quate, effective and meaningful" access to the courts.
Sec430US.at822.andn. & But none of the tran-
script and fee cases on which Bounds relied were
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premised on a substantive standard of court access.
Bather, like Orlfrk these ( ^ s were primarily con-
cerned with wvi&omdlg(3m#donoaiheba&is of
wealth. See, e. g., Smith v. Bennett, 365 K5. 708.
709, 6L.Ed. 2d39, 81S. Or.,895(1961)<pTbinter-
pose any financial cowtieraiiQn between an indigent
prisoner of the State and his ekeicise of a slate right
ro sue forhis liberty is ID deny that prisoner die equal
protection of the laws"); Gardner v. California, 393
US. 367, 370-371, 21L. Ed. x2d601, 89S. O 580
(1969) ("la the context of California's habeas cor-
pus procedure denial of a transcript to an indigent
marks the same invidious discrimination which we
held impermissible h i . . . GfifGn").

[**47] If we left any doubt as to the basia of our deri-
sion hi Griffin, we eliminated [***631] it two decades
later In Douglas v. California, 372 %& 353, 9 L- Ed.
2d 811, 83 S. Or. 814 (1963), W r e we held fox ihe
first time tbai States must provide assistance of coun-
sel on a first appeal as of right for all indigent defen-
dants, l ike Griffin, Douglas turned not on a right of
access per se, bur lather on the right not ro be denied,
an the b * b of poverty, access afforded to others. Yfe
did not say In Douglas that indigents have a right to a
"meaningful appeal" that could not be realized absent ap-
pointed counsel. Cf. Bounds, 430 US. at 823. [*372]
WhMwecndsatylsih^inthcabsci^ofstate-ppMd^
counsel, 'there is lacking that equality demanded by the
Fourteenth Amendment where tjtte rich man, who ap-
peals as of right, enjoys the benefit of counsel . , .
while the indigent. . . is forced to shift for himself."
Douglas, supra, at 357-358. Just as in Griffin, where
"we held that a Sate may not grant appdiale review in
such a way as to discriminate against some convicted
defendants on account of their poverty." Douglas, 372
US. at 355, the evil nxttrvating.our decision hi [**48]
Douglas was "discrimination against fee indigent/ ibid.

n3 There is some discussion of due process by
the plurality hi Griffin, see 351 US. at 17-18. and
a passing reference to "fair jbocedure" m Douglas,
372 US. at 357. These niwmpimmml references to
due process, made in the course of equal protec-
tion analyses, provide an insufficient basis for con-
cluding that the regulations challenged in Griffin
and Douglas independently violated the Due Process
Clause. And attempts in subsequent cases to salvage
a role fox the Due Process Clause in this context and
to explain the difference between the equal protec-
tion and due process analyses in Griffin have, in my
opinion, been unpersuasive See Evftts v. Lucey,

469 K& 387. 402-405. 83 L. EdL 2d 821, 105 S.
ex 830 (1985); Btarden v. Georgia, 461 U.S. 660,
665-667. 76L. Ed. U221.103S. QL 2064 (1983).
In any event, there do not appear to have been five
votes in Griffin m support of a holding under the
Due Process Clause; subsequent transcript and fee
cases turned primarily, if not exclusively, on equal
protection grounds, see. e. g., Smith v. Bennett,
supra, at 7J4; ar*l the Douglas Court, with its "ob-
vious emphasis" on equal protection, 372 US. at
361 (Hartai, 1 , dissenting), does not appear*)have
readied the due process question, notwithstanding
Justice Harlao's supposition to the contrary, see id.,

& is difficult DO see how due process could be im-
pHeated in these cases, given our consistent reafr&r-
maiaon thai the States can abolish criminal appeals
altogether cxmsistently with due process. See,e. g.,
Ross v. Mcffitt, 417 US. at 611. The fact that
a State affords some access "does sot automatically
mean that a State then act* unfairly/ and hence vi-
olates due process, by denying indigent assistance
"aicvery stage of Hie way/Ibid, Under our cases,
"unfairness results only if indigenls are singled out
by the State and denied meaningful access to the ap-
pellate system because of their poverty/ a question
"more profitably considered under an equal protec-
tion analysis.1 Ibid.

t*373] [**49] Our transcript and fee cases were,
therefore, limited holdings tooted in principles of equal
protectioa. In Bounds, these cases were recharacter-
ized almost beyond recognition, as the Court created a
new and different right on behalf of prisoners — a, right
to have the State pay for law libraries or other forma
of legal assistance without regard IO the equality of a o
cess. Only by divorcing our F**&2\ prior holdings
from their reasoning, and by elevating dicta over con-
Kliurlonal princrplc, was the Court able to reach such a

The unjustified transformation of the right to noodis-
oiinmatory access to the courts into the broader, untcth-
ered right to legal assistance generally would be reason
enough for me to conclude that Bounds was wrongly de-
ckled. However, even assuming thai Bounds properly
relied upon the Griffin line of cases for the proposition
for whfcn those cases actually stood, the Bounds Court
M M to address a significant Intervening development
in our jurisprudence: the fact thai the equal protection
theory underlying Griffin and Its progeny had largely
been abandoned prior to Bounds. The provisions inval-
idated in OUT transcript and fee cases [**5D] were an
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facially neutral adminietrfiiive regmlations dial tad a dis-
parnte impact on the poor; there is no indication in any
of those cases that the State Imposed the challenged fee
with Che purpose of deliberately discriminating against
indigent defendants. See, e. g., Douglas, supra, at
361 (Hadan, J<, disserting) (criticizing the Court for
invalidating a state law "of general applicability" solely
because it "may affect die poor more harshly than it does
the rich"). In the years between iDougJas and Bound*,
however, we rejected a disparate! impact theory of the
Equal Protection Clause. That Hue doctrinal basis for
Griffin and its progeny has largely been undermined -
and in fact had boon before Bounds was decided - con-
firms die invalidity of the right to law libraries and legal
assistance created in Bounds.

Wb first cast doubt on the proposition that a facially
neutral law violates the Equal Protection Clause solely
because [*374| it has a disparate impact on the poor in
San Antonio Independent School Dist v, Rodriguez,
411 US. 1, 36L. Ed. 2d 16, 93 S. ft 127$ (1973).
In Rodriguez, the respondents challenged leras' tradi-
tional system of financing public education under 6 c
[**5l] Equal Protection Clause on the ground that, un-
der thai system, 'some pooisi pedple receive less expen-
sive educations than other more affluent people.11 /<£, at
19. In rejecting the claim that this sort of dispaiaie im-
pact amounted to nnconstUutional discrimination, we de-
clined the respondents' Invitation to extend the rationale
of Griffin, Douglas, and similar cases. We explained
that, under those cases, unless a group claiming discrim-
ination an the basis of poverty can show thai it is "com-
p lddy unable to pay for some dedied benefit, and as a
consequence, _ . . sustained an absolute deprivation of a
meaningful opportunity to enjoy raatbenefit/ 411 US.
at 20 (emphasis added), strict scrutiny of a classification
based on wealth does not apply. Because the respon-
dents in Rodriguez bad not shown that "the cMdrca hi
district* having relatively Jow assessable property values
are receiving no public education/ but rather claimed
only that "they are receiving a poorer quality education
than that available to children in districts having more
assessable wealth," id., at 23 (emphasis added), we held
thai the "Texas system does not joperate to the peculiar
[**52] disadvantage of any suspect class/ id., at 2&
After Rodriguez, it was clear that "wealth discrimination
alone [docs noi] provide [***$33J an adequate basis for
invoking strict scrutiny," id., at 29. and thai, "at least
where wealth is involved, the genial Protection Clause
does not require absolute equality or precisely equal ad-
vamages," M., at 24. Sec also fiadrmas v. Didanson
Public Schools, 487 U.S. 4S0, 4j5«, 101JL Ed. 2d399,
108 S. Of. 2481 (1988); Harris v. AfcRoe, 442 US.

297, 322-323. 65I. Ed. 2d 784, 100 & a 2671

{1980); Maker v. Roe. 432 US. 464, 470471, 53 L
Ed. 24484 97S. O. 2376 (1977). n4

u4 The absence of a prison law library or other
stale-provided legal assistance can hardly be said
to deprive inmates absolutely of an opportunity to
bring their clams to the attention of a federal court.
Clarence Earl Gideon, perhaps the most celebrated
pro Be prisoner litigant of aH time, was able to ob-
tain review by this Court even though he had no legal
training and was incarcerated in a prison that appar-
ently did not provide prisoners with law books. See
Answer to Respondent's Response to Pet. for Cert,
in Gideon v. Wainwright, a X 1962, No. 155, p.
1 ("The petitioner i5 not a [sic] attorney or versed hi
law nor does not have the law books to copy down
the decisions of this Court. . . . Nor would the
petitioner be allowed to do so").

Like anyone else seeking to bring suit without the
assistance of the Stale, prisoners can seek the ad-
vice of an attorney, whether pro boao or paid, and
can turn to family, friends, other inmates, or pub-
lic interest groups. Inmates can also take advantage
of the liberal pleading rules for pro fie litigants and
the liberal rules governing appointment of counsel.
Federal fee-shifting stamtec and the promise of acon-
tingency fee should also provide sufficient incentive
for counsel to take meritorious cases.

P3751 r * 5 % Wfe rejected a disparate impact theory
of the Equal Protection Clause altogether in Vfahingron
v- Doris. 426 US. 229, 239, 48 L Ed. 2d 5S7.
96 S. Or, 2040 (1976), decided just one Ikon before
Bounds. TTiere we Gady rejected fine idea that "a law,
neutral on its face and serving ends otherwise within
the power of government to puisue, Is invalid under the
Equal Protection Clause simply because It may affect
a greater proportion of one race than of another" 426
US. at 242. Tfcfcbddthat, abseut proof of discrimina-
tory purpose, a law or official act does not violate the
Conatiniiion "solely because it has a . . . disproppition-
ate impact." Id., at 239 (emphasis in original). See also
id., at 240 (acknowledging "the basic equal protection
principle that the invidious quality of a Law claimed to
be racially discriminatory tnusi ultimately be traced 10
a racially discriminatory purpose"). Ac bottom, Davis
was a recognition of "(be seated role that the Founccnih
Amendment guarantees equal laws, not equal results."
Personnel Administrator of Mass. v. Feeney* 442 U.S.
256. 273, 60L. Ed. 2d870.99S. Q. 2Z8Z (1979). n5

n5 Our decisions In San Antonio Independent
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School Dirt. v. Rodriguez, 1411 US. 1, 36 L. EtL
2d 16, 93 S. Of. 727% (1973), and Wuhi»&on u
Dmw, 42* %f. 22% « L . fit 2f 597, 96S. a.
2040 (1976), validated the position taken by Justk*
Harian in his dissents in G # » v. il//ww, 55i KJ,
1% 100L. Ed. 891, 76S\ O. 545 (1956), and
2toit£fcr v, CaUforttia, 372\US. 353, 9JL Ed. 2d
811, 83 & Or. 814 0963), \ M Jwct Harian per-
suasively argued in Douglai, facially neutral laws
that disproportionately impatpt the poor fldo not deny
equal protection to the less fdnunate for one essential
lea^on: flie Equal Protection Clause does not impose
on the States 'an affirmative duly to lift the handi-
caps flowing from differences in economic circum-
stances/ To so construe it would be to read into the
Constitution a philosophy of leveling that would be
foreign to many of our basic concepts of the proper
relations between government and society. The State

^nay have a moral obligation'to eliminate the evils of
(poverty, b\tf it is not required by the Equal Protection
Clause to give to some whatever other* can afford."
IcL, at 362 (dissenting opinion). See also Griffin,
351 US. at 35-36 (Haiian, J;, dissenting); id., at 29
(Burton, J., dissenting) ("The Constitution requires
the equal protection of the law, but it does Dot re-
quire the Stales to provide equal financial means for
all defendants to avail themselves of such laws").

r*37<0 [++54] The Davis Court was motivated in no
small pan by the potentially radical [***6341 implica-
dons of the Oriffin/Douglas rationale. As Justice Harian
recognized in Douglas: "Every financial exaction which
the State imposes on a uniform bams is more easily sat-
isfied by foe well-to-do than bylthe indigent/ 372 U.S.
at 36J (dissenting opinion). Upder a disparate impact
theory. Justice Harlan argued, reguiaioiy measures al-
ways considered to be constitutionally valid, such as
sales taxes, Atate university coition, and criminal penal-
ties, wouldbavc to be struck down. Stc id., at361-362.
n6 Echoing Justice Harlan, we ibjected in Davis *he<Hs~
parMe impact app ioacn inpar tb i^e of the rec»giution
that "[a] rule that a statute desigi led to serve neutral ends
is nevertheless [*377] invalid, absent compelling jus-
tification, if in practice it beneflts or burdens one race
more than another would be far peaching and would raise
serious questions about, and pernaps invalidate, a whole
range of tax, welfare, public service, regulatory, and li-
censing statutes that may be more burdensome to the
poor and to (he average black d tan to the more affluent
white.* 426 US. at 248. See iso [**55] id., at 248,

n6 Although he ooncorrpd In the judgment in

Griffin, Justice Frankfurter expressed similar con-
cerns. He emphasized that "the equal protection
of the laws [does not] deny a State the light to
make ri^i^ffnffknw in law when such ###Mf#ifmm
ace looted in reason/ id., at 21, and thai & State
need not equalize ccaaoate conditions," id., at 23.
Justice Frankfurter acknowledged that difference* in
wealth axe "contingencies* of life which are hardly
within die power, let alone the duty, of a State to

' correct or cu^dLon/Ibid. He also expressed concern
that if absolnie equality were required, a State would
no longer be able to "protect itself ao that frivolous
appeals are not subsidized and public moneys not
needlessly spemt." Id,, ai 24. See also United States
v. MacCothm, 426 US. at330 (Blackmnn, I, oon-
cuning in judgment) (die Constitution does not "re-
quire that an indigent be furnished every powible
legal tool, no matter how speculative its value, and
ao matter how devoid of assistance ir may be, merely
because a person of unlimited means might choose
to waste his resources in a quest of that kind").

• [**56] Given the imsrrtling ramifications of a dia-
paiate impact iheoiy, it is not surprising Aaft we eventu-
ally leaded the point where we could no longer extend
the reasoning of Griffin and Douglas, For instance,
hi Ross H Moffitt, 417 US. 600, 41 L. Ed. U341,
94 S. Of, 2437 0974), decided just three yearn before
Bounds* we declined to extend Douglas to require States
to provide mdigents with counsel in disoetkmaiy state
appeals or in seeking discretionary review in this Court.
TO explained In Ross that "die JFouncenih AmmnHmmnr
"does not require absolute equality or precisely equal
advantages,'• 417 US. at 612 (quoting Rodriguez, 411
U.S. at 24). and dial k "does (not] require the State to
'equalize economic Conditions/" 417US. at 612 (quot-
ing O # t 3 % U.S. at 23 [***635] (Frankfurter^ 1 ,
concurring In judgment)). W? again declined to exieud
Douglas in Pennsylvania u Fwlcy, 481 US. at 555,
where we rejected a claim that die Constitution requires
the States to provide counsel in stale postconvjetion pro-
ceedings. And we found Ross and Finleycootroiling in
Murray v. Gumatarw, 492 US. 1, 106 L. Ed. 2d 1,
109 S. Ct. 2765 (1989), where we held that defendants
Mfflffittftf ["571 to death, like all other defendants,
have no ri#it to state-appointed counsel in state eolbfenl
proceedings. See also United States v. MacCollom, 426
US. 317, 44 jL Ed. U666, 96$. Ot. 2086 (1976) (fed-
eral habeas statute permitting district judge to deny free
transcript to indigent petitioner raising frivolous claim
does not violate the Constitution) .

[ In sum, (he Bounds Court's reliance on oat transcript
and fee cases was misplaced in two significant respects.
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Firsi, L*378] those cases did not stand for the propo-
sition for which Bounds cited item: They were about
equal access, aoc access per se.( Second, toe conmni-
tionai basis for Griffin and its progeny had been seri-
ously undermined in the y&axfi ptjecedidg Booiids. Tims,
©veal to the extent that Bounds intended to rdy on those
cases for flxe propositions for which they actually stood,
their underlying rationale had been largely discredited.
These caaea, rooted ia largely obsolete theories of eqaal
protection, do not support the light to law libraries and
legal assistance recognized in Bounds. Our repeated
holdings declining to extend these decisions only con-
firm this conclusion. I

The Bounds Court relied on a second [••58J line of
cases m mwotttirttig the right to state-financed law li-
braries or legal assistance for prisoners. These cases,
beginning with our decision rate* paite Hull, prevent
the States from imposing arbitrary obstacles to attempts
by prisoners to fik claims asserting federal constitutional
rights. Although this line deals with access in its own
right, and not equal access as in Griffin and Douglas,
these cases do not impose any affirmative obligations on
the States to improve die prisoners' chances of success.

Bounds identified Ex parte {Hull as the first case
co "recognize" a "constitutional right of access to the
courts." 430 U.S. at 821-622,' fn Ex paite Hull, we
considered a prison regulation that requited prisoners to
submit their habeas corpus petitions to a prison admin-
istrator before filing (hem with1 the court. Only if Hoc
administrator determined that a|pctition was "'properly
drawn'" could the prisooer submit it in a federal court.
312 U.S. at 548-549 (quoting regulation), W* invali-
dated the regulation, but the rigjit we acknowledged in
doing so bears no resemblance to the light generated in

Our reasoning m Ex paxtc H^ll consist* [*+59]
straightforward, and rather limited, principle:

officers mayJ*379] "The state and its
impair petitioner's right to apply 10
a writ or habeas corpus. Whether
of habeas corpus addressed 10 a federal coiut is

not abridge or
a federal conn for
a petition for writ

fit contain aie questionsdrawn and what allegations it
P*"G3Q far that court alone <o determine.11 312 U.S.

The "right of access" to the courts articulated in Ex
parte Hull thus imposed no affirmative obligations on
ihe States; we stated only that a State may not "abridge
or impair" a prisoner's aMlityjo file a habeas petition
in federal court. n7 Ex p«t» H all thus provides an ex-

trkordinarily weak starting point for concluding that the
Constitution requires States to fond and otherwise as-
sist prisoner legal research by providing law libraries or
kjgal assistance.

n7 Tbe Court*s rationale appears DO have been mo-
tivated more by notions of federalism and flic power
of the federal courts than wifli (He rights of prison-
ers. Our dtation of three nonhabeas cases which
held that a scale court's determination on a matter of
federal law is not binding on the Supreme Court nip-
ports tins conclusion. See Ex pant Bull, 312 US.
at 549, citing First Nat. Batik of Guihrie Center v.
Anderson, 269 US. 341, 346, 70 L. Ed. 295, 46 S.
Ct. 135 (1926) (the power of the Supreme Court to
review independently state court determinations of
claims •groimdedontheConstltuuonor a law of the
United States' is "general, and is a necessary element
of this Court's power to review judgments of stale
courts in cases involving the application and enforce-
ment of federal laws"); Erie R, Co. v, Purdy, 185
K& 148, 752, 46L. Ed> 847> 22S.O.6Q5 (1902)
("'The queatioawhether aright or privilege, chimed
under the Constitution or laws of the United States,
was distinctly and suffideady pleaded and brought
to the notice of a state court, is itself a Federal ques-
tion, in the decision of which ibis court, on writ of
enoi; is not concluded by the view taken by the higt-
cst court of the State'") (citation omitted); Carter v.
Terns, 177 K& 442, 447, 441. Ed. 839, 20 S. Q .
6*7 (WOQ) (same).

I

J [**60] T\vo subsequc^deciaonsofthis Court worked
moderate expansion of Ex pane Hull. The first,

Johnson % Ayery, 393 ZLS. 483, 21 L. Ed. 2d 718,
89 & a . 747 (1969), invalidated a Tennessee prison
regulation that prohibited inmates from advising or as-
sisting one another hi the preparation of habeas corpus
petitions. %a striking down the regulation, the Court
tfice quoted Ex [*380] pane Hull's holding iluai a Smie
may not "abridge or impair" a petitioner's efforts to tile
a! petition for a writ of habeas corpus. See 393 U.S.
dt 48&4S7, 488. In contrast to Ex pane Hull, how-

, Johnson focused not on the respective institutional
i of state prisons and the federal conns bra on "the

imdameotal importance of the wril of Habeas corpus in
: constitutional scheme." 393 US. at 485. Still, the

did not hold that the Constitution places an af-
firmative obligation on the States to facilitate the filing
off habeas petitions. The Court held only that a State
may not 'deny or Obstruct' a prisoner's ztoility to file
aJ habeas petition. Ibid. Yfe excended the holding of
Johnson in TOflf v. McDowell, 418 US. 539, 41 h.
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Ed. 2d 935, 94 S. Ot. 2963 (W74), where we struck
down a similar regulation that prevented [**$1] inmates
from assisting one aether in die preparation of civil
lights complaints. W» held that.the "light of access to
fte courts, upon which Avexy was premised, is founded
in the Duo Process Clause and assures that no person
will be denied the opportunity topresenl to the judiciary
allegations concerning violations of fundamental constji-
tuiionalrteta. "# . ,<# 579. Aga^iheri^tit was framed
exclusively in the negative. See ibid, (opportunity to
file a civil rights action may opt be "denied"). Thus,
prior to Bounds, "if a prisoner incarcerated punuam to
a foal judgment of conviction [yas] not prevented from
physical access to the federal [***637J courts in or*
dcr that he may fHe ihtitm pcdUons for relief which
Congress has authorized those courts to grant, he had
been accorded the only constitutional right of access to
the courts that our cases had arfifmlaW in a reasoned
way." Bounds, 430 U,S> at 839^40 (REHNQUIST, J.,
dissenting) (citing Ex pane Hull).

That Ex parte Hull, Johnson, and Wolff were de-
cided on different constitutional grounds from Griffin
and Douglas is clear enough. According to Bounds,
however, "essentially [++6Z] the same standards of ac-
cess were applied* in ill of these [*381] cases. 430 US.
ai823. This observation was wrongs bur the equation of
these two lines of cases allowed the Bounds Court 10 tne-
senre the "affirmative obligations" element of the equal
access cases, the rationale of which had largely been un-
dermined prior to Bounds, by linking & with Ex pane
Hull, which had not been undermined by later cases
but which, imposed no affirmative obligations. In the
process, Bounds forged a right With, no basis In prece-
dent or constitutional text: a right to have the State
•shoulder affirmative obligations" in rbc form of law li-
braries or legal assistance to ensure that prisoners can
file meaningful lawsuits. By detaching Griffin's ri^ht
to equal access and Ex parte Hull's right to physical ac-
cess from the reasoning on whibh each of these right*
was based, the Bounds Court created a virtually limit-
less right And thougXi the right (was framed in tenni of
law libraries and legal assistance in thar case, the rea-
soning is mxich broader, and this Court should have been
prepared under the Bounds rationale to require the ap-
pointment of capable sute-fmatoed counsel for [**63]
any inmate who wishes to file : lawsuit, See Bounds,
supra, ai 841 (REHNQUIST, Xj dissenting) (observing
that "the logical destination of the Courts reasoning"
in Bounds is lawyers appointed at the expense of the
Stale"). See also ante, at 354. |We have not, however,
extended Bounds to its logical conclusion. And though
we have nor overruled Bounds, lie have undoubtedly re-

pi dialed its reasoning in our consistent rejection of (he
proposition that the States mutt pro vide counsel bey end
tht trial a r t first appeal as of rigic. See Ross, 41? US.
at 612: FmU& 481 US. at 555; Garraumo, 49Z US.
ai 3-4 (plurality opinion).

In the end, 1 agree that the Constitution affords pris
oi A I what can be termed a right of access to the courts.
That right, rooted in the Due Process Clause and the
pi inciple articulated in Ex parte Hull, ia a right not to be
a%brtrar%rwverM^fromlodp
a icderalrigjtt In a federal court. The State, however, k
not cOTstitutionally [*3$2J required to finance or oth-
erwise assist the prisoner's efforts, either through law
libraries or other legal assistance. Whether to expend
state resources to facilitate [**64] prisoner lawsuits is
a roesdon of policy and one that the Oonstlruiion leaves
tc the discretion of the States.

There is no basis in history or tradition for the propo-
si ion thar the Stale's coostirutional obligation is any
bioader. Although the historical record is relatively
ft in, those who have explored the development of state-
sponsored legal assistance for [***<>38] prisoners agree
itiei, until very recently, law libraries in prisons were
"newly nonexistent.' A_ Mores, Werner's Manual (or
Bison Law Libraries 1 (2d ecL 1990). Prior 10
Bounds, prison library collections (to the extent pris-
ons had libraries) commonly reflected the correctional
goals that a Stale wished to advance, whether religious,
erucaiional, or rehabUirative. Although some insti-
tutions may have begun to acgnre a minimal colleo-
ti m of legal materials in the early part of this cen-
tury; law books generally were DOC included in prison
libraries prior to rhe 1950s. See W. Coyle, Libraries
irj Prisons 54-55 (1987). The exclusion of law books

s consistent with the ttccnamendatjon of the American
i Association, which advised prison administrators

to omit federal and stare law books ftora
ptimn library P+65] collections. See American Prison
Ajttcciaticm, Objectives and Standards for Libraries hi
AHuh Prisons and Reformatories, in library Mannal for
Correctional WtiWions 101,106-107 (1950). The rise
of the prison law library and oiher legal assistance jno-
gnmis is a recent phenomenon, and one generated largely
by the federal conns. See Coyie, supra, ar 54-55; B.
Vogel, Down for ihe Count: A Prison Obrary Handbook
87-39(1995). See also Arig, Providing Legal Access, in
Libraries Inside: A Practical Guide for PriwnUbrarians
195 (R. Rubin & D. Siwak eds. 1995) (ettabHshrnsnt
oi law libraries and legal service programs due to "in-
tf ate victories in fee courts within the last two decades").
T ma, far from recognizing a long tradition [*383] of
stue-spoasored legal assistance for prisoners, Bounds
was In fact a major "disruption io traditional prison op-
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erarion." Vogel, supra, at 87.

The idea that prisoner have a legal right to the assis-
tance that they were traditionally denied is also ofiecent
vintage. The traditional, pre-Bounds view of the law
with veguA to the State's obligation to facilitate prisoner
lawsuits by providing law libraries and legal assistance
was articulated 1**66] m Hasfield v. BaiUeaux, 290
R2d 632 (CA9). cert denied, 368 US. 662, 7U Ed
2d 59, 82 S.Ct. 105(1961); ;

"State authorities have no obligation under the federal
Consritudon to provide library facilities and an opportu-
nity for their use to enable an Imnate to seawsh for legal
loopholes ixk the jno^fint and smwam under which he
Is held, or to perform services which only a lawyer is
trained to perform. All iimittes are presumed to be can-
fined under valid judgments and) sentences. If an inmate
believes he has a meritorious reason for attacking hia,
he must be £iven an opportunity to do so. But he has
no due process right to spend his prison time or utilize
prison facilities in an effort to discover a ground for
overturning a presumptively vaUd judgment.

"Inmates have the constitutional right to waive coun-
sel and act as their own lawyers ̂  but this does not mean
that a non-lawyer must be given the opportunity to ac-
quire a legal education. One quejdou which an inmate
must decide in determining if he should represent him-
self is whether in view of his own competency and gen-
eral prison regulations he can 'do so adequately. He
mast make t te deddaa ia fhe 1î h» mf rt>o ciramutMKfg
P**639] existmg. The state [**67| has no duty to
after the circumstances to conform with his decision/
290 FM at 640441. j

Consistent with the traditional view, die lower courts
understood the Constitution onljr to guarantee prisoners
arightp384] to be free from state interference in filing
papers with die courts: i

•Access to the courts means thejopportimity to prepare,
save and file whatever pleadings or other documents are

ecuic court proceedings affecting one's personal liberty,
or to assert and sustain a defense therein, and to send
and receive coDuenmications to and from judges, courts
and lawyers concerning such matters/ Id>, at 637*

See also Oaks % VMnwigto, 430 E2d 241, 242 (CA5
1970) (affirming dismissal of prisoner's complaint al-
leging denial of access to libxar and legal materials on
ground that prisoner had not alleged that "he has in any
way been denied access to the courts . . . , that he has
ever lost the right to commeocej prosecute or appeal in

any court, or that he has been substantially delayed in
obtaining a judicial determination in any proceeding").
Thus, while courts held that a prisoner is codded to
attack his [**68] sentence without staic interference,
they also consistently held mat "prison regulations are
not required to provide prisoners with me dine, the coi~
respondent privileges, me materials or other facilities
di£y desire tor die special purpose of trying to find some
way of mating auadci^ontlie presumptively valid judfi-
mems against them." i>£V. Thhash. 352 E2d 970. 973
(CA81965). "IfAmpuipose was not mhanmer inmates
to gaining wasoxable access to the oaonswlffir^gamto
their respective criminal matters, and if me regulations
and practices do not inierfere with such reasonable ac-
cess/ the inquiry was at an end. Haxpeld. 290 R2d,
at 640. Ha t access could have been facilitated without
impairing effective prison administtartonxvas considered
"immaterial." Ibid.

Quite simply, there is no basis in constitutional next,
plfe-Bounds precedent, history, or tradition for the con-
clusion that the constitutional dgkt of access imposes
affirmative [*3851 obligations on the States to finance
and support prisoner litigation.

Even when compared to me federal judicial overTeach-
mg to which we have now become accustomed, this is
truly a remarkable case. The District p*G% Court's
order vividly demonstrates me danger of continuing to
afford federal judge* the virtually unbridled equitable
power that we have for too long sanctioned. Vfe have
hare yet mother example of a federal judge attempting
to "direct or manage dw Mconabmctxon of entire mstku-
tions and bureaucracies, with little regard for the inher-
ent ManMWms on [Ms] authority/ Missouri v. Jenkins,
515 U.S. at 126 (THOMAS, 1 , concurring). And we
will continue to see cases like this unless we take more
serious steps to curtail the use of equitable power by the
federal conro.

Principles of federalism and separation of powers im-
pose stringent limitations on die equitable power of
[***640] federal courts. Wbcn these principles are ac-
corded their proper respect, Article i n cannot be under-
stood to authorize the federal judiciaiy to take control of
core state institutions like prisons, schools, and hospi-
tals, and assume responsibility for making the difficult
policy judgments that state officials axe both constitu-
tionally entitled and uniquely qualified to make. Sec id,,
at 131-133. Broad remedial decrees strip state adminis-
trators of [**70] their authority to set long-term goals
for the institutions they manage and of (he flexibility
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necessary to make reasonable judgments cm short notice
under difficult circumstances. SeeSandinv. Conner,
515 U.S. 472, 462-4% 132 L. Ed. Id 418.115 & Or.
2293 (1995). Ai the state level, such decrees override
the "State's discretionary authority over Its own program
and budgets and force scat offibials to reallocate state
resources and funds to the [district court's] plan at the
expense of other citizens, other [government programs,
and other institutions P386] ra>t represented in court.1

Jenkins, 515 U.S. at 131 (THOIMAS, J., concuning).
The federal judiciary is ill equipped to make These types
of judgments, and the Kramers never \m?pnrt that fed-
eral judges would displace statej executive officials and
state legislatures in charting state policy.

Though we have sometimes closed our eyes to federal
judicial overreaching, as in the context of school deseg-
regation, see id, m 124-125, we have been vigilant in
opposing sweeping remedial dcjcrccs in the conraa of
prison administration. HIt is difficult to imagine an ac-
tivity in which a Stale 1ms a stipnger [**71] interest,
oronethat is more intricately bound up with stale laws,
regulations, and procedures, (ban the administration of
its prisons." Preiser v, Rodriguez, 411 %& 475, 491-
492, 36L. Ed. 2d439f 93 S. Q. 1B27 (1973). In this
area, perhaps more than any other, we W e been faithful
to the principles of federalism and separation of powers
that limit the Federal Judiciary's exercise of its equitable
powers in all instances.

Proamierv. Martinez, 416 US. 396, 40JL Ed. 2d
224, 94 & Or. 1800 (1974), articulated ihe governing
principles: |

"Traditionally, federal courts have Adopted a broad
hmxfa-off attitude toward problems of prison adminis-
tration. In pait this policy is j&e product of various
limitaiions on the scope of federal review of conditions
in slate penal institutions- More {fundamentally, thia atti-
tude springs from wmplcmcntacy percepdons about the
nature of the problems and the efficacy of judicial inter-
vention. Prisciiadiniiristalm
tabling internal order and discipline, for securing their

U 6 S . C t . 2174;
13SL.Bd. 2d606,***640

institutions against uaauthorizec
fox rehabilitating, to the extent
inadequate resources allow, QLC

access or escape, and
that human nature and
inmates placed in their

custody. The Herculean obstacles to [**72] effective
discharge of dasc duties am too apparent to warrant ex-
plication. Suffice it to say that the problems of prisons ia
America [*38T] arc complex and intractable, aod, more
to the point, they are not xeadfl
lion by decree. Most require expertise, comprehensive
planning, ami Lbe commitment o
arc peculiarly within the province of the legislative and
executive branches of government. 1****41] For all of

susceptible of iesoln-

iesouices, all of which

those reasons, courts are. ill equipped to deal with the
increasingly urgent problems of prison administration
and reform. Judicial recognition of that Act reflects no
more than a healthy sense of realism. Moreover, where
stale penal Institutions are involved, federal courts have
a further reason tor deference to the aiproprtae prison
authorities.'' Id.. at404-405 (footnotes omitted). n&

[**73] State prisons should be ran by ttie state officials
with the expertise and Ihe primary authority for running
such institutions. Absent the most "extraordinary cir-
cumstances, * Jones u North Carolina Prisoners'Labor
Union, Inc., 433 U.S. 119, 137r 53 L. Ed. 2d 679,
97S. a. 2532 (1977) (Burger, C 1 , c lean ing) , fed-
era) courts should refrain from meddling in such affairs.
Prison administrators have a difficult enough job with-
out federal court intervention. An overbroad remedial
decree can make an already 44%***,*% task virtually im-
possible. o9

n8 Martinez was overruled on other ground* in
ThoTJ&urtfi v. Abbott, 490 US. mi, 413-414, 104
JL Ed. 2d459f 109S. Ct. 1874 (1999). Vfehave
consistently reaffirmed Martinez, however, in all re-
spects, relevant to tin* case, namely, that "the judi-
ciary is ill equipped' to deal with the difficult and
delicate problems of prison management" and that
prison administrators are entitled to "considerable
de&aace." 490 U.S. at 407-408. See also TUrner
\ S&ey, 482 US. 7B> &*-*, 96L Bd. 2d64,
107 S. Or. 2254 (1987) (refying on Martiiez for file
principle that "courts are 111 equipped to deal with
the increasingly urgent problems of prison adminis-
tration and reform1") (citation omitted).

n9 The constitutional and practical concerns iden-
tified in Martinez have also resulted in a more def-
erential standard of review for prisoner claims of
constitutional violations. In Thmer Y. Saflcy, we
held lhat aprismagolatioa Is valid if it is "reason-
aJWy relaxed to legitimate pcoologigd. interests/even
when it "impinges on inmates' constitutional rights*"
482 US. at 89. A drfcjwadal standard was deemed
necessary to keep the courts out of the day-to-day
business of prison administration, which " would se-
riously hamper [prison officials'] ability to anticipate
security problems and to adopt innovative solutions
to the intractable problems of prison administration."
Ibid. A more stringent standard of review "would
also distort the dccisioninaking process* for every
administrative judgment would be subject to the pos-
sibility that some court somewhere would conclude
that it had a less restrictive way of solving the prob-
lem at hand. Courts inevitably would become ibe
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primary arbiters of what constitutes the best solu-
tion to every adminiairative proWesm, thereby 'un-
necessaorily perpetuating the involvement of the fed-
end courts in affairs of prison administrati or.'"Ibid,
(quoting Martinez, 416 U.S. at 407).

[*388| £**74] I realize Out, judges, wno less than
others in our society, bave a natural tendency to believe
chat their individual solutions to often intractable prob-
lems are better and more workable than those of the
persons who ate actually charged wifli aud trained in die
running of the particular Institution Tin<l» examination."
Bell v. Wfpsh, 441 US. 520, S62, 60 L Ed. 2d 447,
99 S. O. 1861 (19791 But judges occupy a unique
and limited role, one that does not allow them to substi-
tute their views for those in the executive and legislative
branches of the various States, who have the constitu-
tional authority and institutional expertise to make these
uniquely nonjudicial dbciakma and who are ultimately
accountable for these decisions. bThough. the temptation
may be great) we must not succumb. The Constitution
is sot a license for federal judges to further social pol-
icy goals that prison administrators* in their discretion,
have declined to advance. [***l%42]

The District Court's opinion
little respect for the pdndpks of federalism, separation
of powers, and judicial restraint thai have traditionally
governed federal judicial power in this area. In a striking
airogation of power, the District Court P ^ S J sougjbt
to micromanage every aspect of Arizona's "court access
program" in all institutions statewide, dWqrmg standard
operating procedures and subjecting the state system to
ongoing federal supervision. A[*38?] sweeping reme-
dial order of this nature would be inappropriate in any
case. Thai ibe violation sought to be remedied was so
minimal, to the extern there w&s any violation at all,
makes this case all the more alarming.

Tbc District Court cited only < me Instance of a prison
Inmate having a case dismissed due w the State's alleged
Mlnre to provide sufficient assu tanceT and one Instance
of another inmate who was unable to file aa action. See

and order demonstrate

834ESiq>p. 1553,1558,
All of the other alleged "violations
Court related not to court access
and legal assistance.
trivial, such as a missing
of volumes in just a few institution
though every facility in the Arizona system already con-
tained law libraries that greatly ekc^eded prisoner needs,
nlO the District Court found t&e
tion because some of its prison

37-38 (Ariz. 1992).
found by the District

but to library facilities
Many of thb found violations were

I pocketj part to a small number
is. Id., at 1562. And

State to be in viola-
"761 libraries lacked

Pacific Second Reporters, Ibid. The District Court aba
struck down regulations thai clsady pass muster under
Turnery. Sqfley, 482 US. 78. 96L. Ed. 2d64> 107
& Q . 2254 (1987), such as restrictions at some facili-
ties on "browsing we abelves,* 834 R Supp., at 1555,
the physical exclusion from the library of "lockdown"
inmates, who are the most dangerous and disobedient
[*390] prisoners in the prison population, id., oi 1556,
and the allowance of phone calls only for legitimate
pressing legal issues," id., at 1564.

nlO The Arizona prison system had already
adopted a policy of statewide compliance with
an injunction that the same District Judge in
this case imposed on a single institution in an
earlier case. In compliance with that decree,
wbick ihe District Court termed the "Mnecke list,"
834 E Supp.s at 1561. every facility in the
Arizona correctional system had at least ooc li-
brary ramlMining @l a minlmiimt the following VOl»
umes: United States Code Annotated; Supreme
Court Reporter; Federal Reporter Second; Federal
Supplement; Shepaid's US , Citations; Shcpard's
Federal Citations; Local Rules fox the Federal
District Court; Modem Federal Practice Digests;
Federal Practice Digest (Second); Arizona Code
Annotated; Arizona Reports; Shcpard's Arizona
Citations; Arizona Appeals Reports; Arizona
Law of Evidence (Udall); ADC Policy Manual;
108 Institutional Management Procedures; Federal
Practice and Procedure (Wright); Corpus Juris
Secundiim; and Arizona Digest. Id., at 1561-1562.

[**T7] To remedy these and similar "violations/ the
District Court imposed a sweeping, indiscriminate, and
systemwide decree. The microscopically detailed onto
leaves no stone unturned. It covers everything from
craming in legal research to the ratio of typewriters to
prisoners in each facility. It dictates the hours of oper-
ation for all prison libraries statewide, without regard
to inmate use, staffing, or cost. Ii guarantees each, pris-
oner a mintmnm two-hew visit to the library per irip,
and allows the prisoner not prison officials, to deter-
mine which reading room he will use. The on to tells
ADOC the types of fcrms it must iweto UOse and respond
to prisoner requests (****#] for materials. It requires
all librarians to have an advanced degree in library sci-
ence, law, or paralegal studies. If due State wishes to
remove a prisoner from the law library for disciplinary
reasons, the order requires thai ihe prisoner be provided
written notice of the reasons and factual basis for the
decision within 48 hours of removal. The order goes
so &f as to dictate permissible noise levels in law li-
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biary reading rooms and require the State to 'take all
necessary steps, and correct any structural or acoustical
[**7Q problems.1* App, to Pet. !fx Cere 68a-

The order also creates a "legal assistance program/
imposing rules for the selection | and retention of pris-
oner legal assistants. Id., at 69a. It requires the State
to provide all inmates with a 30-40 hoar videotaped le-
gal research course, covering everything 6om habeas
ooipus and claims under 42 U.S. 7, § 1983 to tons, im
migration, and family law. Priso aer legal assistants are
required to have m additional 2( hours of live insane-
tkm. Prisoners axe abo entitled to a minimum of three
20-mmuic phone calls each week to an attorney or le-
gal organization, without regardjto the purpose for the
call; the coder expressly requires Arizona to install extra
phones 10 accommodate the increased use. Of course,
[+391] legal supplies a*e covered under the order, which
even provides for "ko-rcotype* to correct typographi-
cal errors. A Special Master retains ongoing supervisory
power to ensure that the order is. followed.

The District Court even usurped authority Over the
prison administrator's core responsibility: institutional
security and discipline. See BeU v. Wfish, 441 U.S.
at 546 (^Malntainlnj institution^] security and preserv-
ing internal [**79] order and dhciptoe" are the cemral
goals of prison adminlsrfadco). Apparently undeterred
by this Court's repeated admoni Ions that security con-
cerns are to be handled by prison administrators, see.
e. g.7 ibid, the District Court decreed that "ADOC
prisoners in all . . . custody levels shall be provided
regular and comparable visits to the law library." App.
to Pel. for Cert. 61a (empnasis added). Only if prison
adnunistabftrs can "document" an. individual prisoner's
"inability to use the law library vrithout creating a threat
to safety or security" may & potentially dangerous pris-
oner be kept out of the library, ibid., aid even then the
decision must be reported to the Special Master. And
since, in fha District Court's view, "[a] prisoner can-
not adequately use the law library under restraint, in-
eluding handcuffs and shackles,
is apparently powerless to take

id., at 67a, the State
iteps to ensure that in-

mates known to be violent do dot injure other inmates
or prison guard* while in the to v library "researching"
their claims. This "one free bite"
with our case law, see Hewitt v. Helms, 459 %& 460,
474, 74L. Ed. 2d 675,103 & & 864 (1983), and wit»
basic [**S0] common sense. The District Court appar-
ently misunderstood that a prison is neither a law firm
nor a legal aid bureau. Prisons a «inherently dangerous
institutions, and decisions concerning safely, order, and
discipline most be, and always have been, left to the
sound discretion of prison adml ustralors.

Uke the remedial decree in Jealous, the District
Court's order suffers from flaws characteristic of
[***644J overly broad remedial decree*. First, "the
District Court retained jurisdiction I*39ZJ over tnc im-
plementation and modification of the remedial decree,
instead of terminating it* involvement after issuing its
remedy." 51S US. at 134 (THOMAS, J., concurring).
Arizona correctional officials must continually report to
a8p«WM^!eronmmM:ofmmn^pnswadn^ni&irar
tioa, and die Piitriei Court retained discretion to change
the rules of the game if, si some unspecified point in the
future, it feels thai Arizona has not done enough u> facil-
itate court access. Thus, the District Cowt has "injected
the judiciary into the day-to-day management of institu-
tions and local policies - a function that lies outside of
our Article HI competence.0 Id., m 135. The District
Court p*81] also "fwlcd to target ifa equitable recmediw
in this case spetificafy to cure the harm suffered by the
victims" of unconstitutional conduct Id., at 136. We
reaffirmed in Jenkins that "the nature of the [equitable]
remedy is to he determined by the nature and scope of the
constitutional violation." Id., at 88 (majority opinion)
(citation and Internal quotation marks omitted). Yec, in
this ca&e, when the District Court found the law library
at a handful of institutions to be deficient, it subjected
the entire system to the requirements of the decree and
m ongoing federal supervision. And once it found that
lockdown imnaics experienced delays in receiving law
books in some institutions, the District Court required
all facilities statewide to provide physical access to all
inmates, regardless of custody level* And again, when
it found that some prisoners in some faculties were un-
tralned hi legal tmrnM, the District Court required the
Staie to provide all Inmates hi all iiwtitutjons with a 30-
40 hour videotaped course In legal research. The remedy
far exceeded the scope of any violation, and the District
Court fer exceeded the scope l**tZl of its authority.

The District Court's order cannot stand under any cir-
cumstances. It is a staric example of what a district court
should aoi do when it finds that a state institution has
violated the ConstitarkuL Systemwide relief is never
appropriate [*W] m the absence of a systemwide vio-
lation, and even then should be no broader and last no
longer than necessary to remedy the discrete constitu-
tional violation.

DISSENTOT: STEVENS; SOUTER (In Part)

DISSENT: JUSTICE SOUTER, with whom JUSTICE
(HNSBURG and JUSTICE BREYER join, concurring
in put , dissenting hi part, and concurring in the Judg-

I agree whti the Court on certain, fundamental points:
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The case before us involves an injunction whose scope
has not yet been justified by the factual findings of the
District Court, ante, at 359-360, one that was imposed
through a. "process that failed to give adequate consid-
eration to the views of state pris'oi
362, and thai does not reflect the
to state prison officials under Htnerv. Safley, 482 U.S.
78. 96L.Bd.2d64, 107S. Q.

authorities, * ante, at
deference we accord

2254 (1987), aote, at
361. Although I uiereforeconcnr in thejiidgrtieM and in
portions of the Coon's opinion, reservations about the
Coon's treatment of standing [*i**645] doctrine and
about certain poinis unnecessary tj> the decision lead ine
to write separately.

i i

The question accepted lor review wi$ a broadside
1**101] challenge to the scope of the District Court's
order of systemic or dasswide relief, issued in reliance
on Bounds v. Smith, 430 US. 81%, 52 L. Ed. 2d 72, 97
& O . 1491 (1977), not whether jprwf of actual injury
is necessary to establish standing to litigate a Bounds
claim. The parties* discussions of actual injury, in their
petition for ccrtiorari, in their bjfcfe, and during oral
argument, focused upon the ultimate finding of liabil-
ity and the scope of the injunction. Indeed, petitioners
specifically stared that "although (the lack of a showing
of injuiy means that Respondents jare not entitled to any
relief, the State docs not contend that the Respondents
lacked standing to raise these claims in the first instance.
Respondents clearly met the threshold of an actual case
or WJUUUVCJ ay pursuant to Article tin of the United States
Constitution. They simply frilec
existence of a constitutional violation, including causa-
tion of injury, ihai would entitle
for Petitioners 33. n. 23, a l

topiovc[*394] 6 e

them to relief." Brief

n l Moreover, the kwe of (actual Injury, even as
framed by the parties, received relatively slion shrift;
only small portions of the parties' briefs addressed
the issue, see Brief for Petkiot em 30-33; Reply Brief
for Pdtiticmcis 11-13; Brief JSp* Rc%>ondcnts 25-30,
and a significant portion of tl ist discussion concen-
trated upon whether the issue should even be ad-
dressed by the Court, Replj
12-13; Brief for Respondents 25-27.

[**102] While we are certain])
an Issue of standing as going to
and must do so when we would lick jurisdiction to deal

Mount Healthywith the merits, sec
K. Doyle, 429 U.S. 274. 278.
S. Ct. 568 (1977). there is no
dbe standing of at least one of ttu

Brief for Petitioners

free ourselves to raise
Article W jurisdiction,

City Bd. €f£d.
SOL. Ed. 2d47L 97

ipparent question that
class-action plaintiffs

suffices for our jurisdiction and no dispute that stand-
ing, doctrine does not address the principal issue in the
case. We tnay thus adequately dispose of the basic is-
sue; simply by referring to the evidentiary record. Thai
is what I would do, for my review of the cases from
the Courts of Appeals either treating or bearing on the
subject of Bounds standing convinces me that there is
enough, reason for debate about iis appropriate elements
thaf we should xeach no final conclusions about it. That
is especially true since we have not had the "benefit of
briefing and argument informed by an appreciation of
thejpotential breadth of the ruling.* Missouri v. Jenkins,
515 US. 70, 139, 132 L. Bf. 2d 63,115 S. O . 2038
{1995) (SOUTER, X, dissenting). Addressing issues of
standing may not amount to the significant breakdown
in our process of orderly [**1O3] adjudication repre-
sented by Missouri v. Jenkins, but the Court does reach
out to address a difficult conceptual question thai is un-
necessary to resolution of this caw, was never addressed
by the District Court ox Court of Appeals, and divides
what would otherwise presumably have been a unani-
mous Court.

1*395] That sddjcaimtx say thai I am convinced thai
the Court has fallen into any ecror by invoking standing
to deal wira die District Court's enters addressing claims
by and on behalf of non-English speakers and prisoners
inlocfcdowD. While it is true thai the demise of these
prisoners' [***646] Bounds claims could be expressed
as a failure of proof on the merits (and I would so express
it), it would be equally correct to see these plaintiffe as
losing OTL standing, ff A determination even at the ctkd of
trial thai the court is not prepared to award any remedy
ibik would benefit the {rfaintiffc] may be expressed as
a conclusion that the plaintitT[a] lack standing." 13 C
Wnshi, A. Miller, & E. Cooper, federal Practice aud
Procedure S 3531.6, p . 478 <2d W. 1984) (Wright &

Although application of standing doctrine m^y for our
purposes dispose of the challenge to remedial orders in-
sofar [**104] as they touch jion-EiigJish speakers and
lockdown prisoners, standing principle* carmot do the
sa^ie job hi reviewing challenges to the orders aimed at
providing court access tor the illiterate prisoners. One
class representative has standing, as the Court concedes,
and with the Tight to sue thus established, standing doc-
trine has no farther part to play in considering the illit-
erate prisoners' claims. More specifically, the propriety
of awarding dasswide rdief (in this case, affecting the
entire prison system) does not require & demonstration
that some or all of the wmnnrafl class could themselves
satisfy the standing requiremems for named plaintiffs.

"[Unnamed plaintiff] need not make any individual
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showing of standing [in order to obtain relief], because
the standing issue focuses on wlaedier tbe plaintiff is
properly before the court, not wh rther represented par-
ties or absem class members axe properly before the
court. Whether or not the named plaintiff who meet:
individual standing requirements T W asftMt the rights of
absent class members is neither a
Article IE case or controversy issue but depends [*396]
rather on meeting the prerequisites of Rule 23 govern-
ing [**1O5] class actions." 1H.
Newbeig OA Class Actions § 2.07

Sec also 7B Wright & Miller §17
as the representative parties have a. direct and substantial
interest, they have standing; the

standing issue nor an

Jewberg&A. Conte,
pp. 2^0 to 2-41 (3d

8 .1 : at 141 ("As long

juesdoa whether they
may be allowed to present claims pa behalf of others

depends oot cm standing, but or
icality and adequacy of representation''). This analysis
is confirmed by our treatment of standing when the case
of a named class-action plaintiff protesting a durational,
residence requirement becomes moot during litigation
because the requirement becomes
question is not whether suit can
ing of some unnamed members <
"the named representative [can <
adequately protect the interests <
Iowa, 419 US. 393, 403. 42 L.
553 (1975) (quoting Fed. Rule <

an assessment of typ-

latisfied; even then ibe
proceed on the stand-
the class, but whether

s] to 'fairly and
the class," Sosna*

2d532,95S.O.
Proa 23(a».

JUSTICE SCAliA says that h e b not applying a stand-
ing rule when he concludes (as I also do) that systemic
relief is inappropriate here. Antk at 360-361, n. 7. 1
accept bis assurance. But he also makes It dear, [**106]
by the same footnote, thai he does not rest his conclu-
sion (as I rest mine) solely on the failure to prove thai
in every-Arizona prison, w even in many of them, the
State denied court access to illiterate [+*+647] pris-
oners, a point on which I take it every Member of Che
Court agrees. Instead, he explain* that a. failure to prove
that more ihan two illiterate prisoners suffered prejudice
to nonfrivolcus claims is (st least in part) the reason
for reversal. Since he does not
his standing rule in so saying,
ing a class-action rule (requiring a denial of classwide
relief when trial evidence does
of a class of injured claimants)
as unnecessary and complkasin \ as the route through
standing. (Weed, the distinctio
class-action rules might be practically irrelevant [*3971
in this case, however important as precedent tor other

While the propriety of the order of systemic relief for
illiterate prisoners does not turn cm the standing of class

intend to be applying
I assume he is apply-

wt show the existence
But that route is just

1 between standing and

members, and certainly need not turn on class-action
rules, it clearly does turn on tin respondents' failure to
prove that denials of access to illiterate P*1071 prison-
ers pervaded the States prison system. Leaving aside
the question whether thai failure of proof might have
been dealt with by reconsidering the class certification,
see Fed. Rule Civ. Proc. 23(c)(l); Genen&Mephom
Co. of Southwest K falcon, 457 US. 147, 16Q. 7Z
L. Ed. 2d 740. 102 S. Or. 2364 (1962); 7B Wight
& Miller § 1785, at 128-136, the state of toe evidence
simply left the District Court without an adequate basis
for the exereife of its equitable discretion in issuing an
order covering the entire system.

The injunction, for example, imposed detailed roles
and requirements upon each of the State's prison li-
braries, including rules about library hours, supervision
of prisoners within the facilities, request forms, educa-
tional and training requirements for librarians and their
staff members, prisoners' access to the stacks, and in-
ventory. Had the findings shown libraries in shambles
throughout the prison system, this degree of mrmsinn
might bavc been reasonable. But the findings included
the specific acknowledgment (bat "generally, the facil-
ities appear to have complete libraries/ 834 K Supp.
1553, 1568 (Ark. 1992). The District Court found
only that certain of the prison [**1O81 libraries did not
allow inmates to browse the shelves, only that some of
the volumes in some of the libraries leckcd pocket parts,
only that certain librarians at some of the libraries lacked
law or library scknee degrees, and only tot oome prison
staff members have no training in legal research. Given
that adequately stocked libraries go far in satisfying the
Bouwk requirements, it was an abuse of discretion for
the District Court to aggregate discrete, small-bore pxol>
lens in individual prisons and to treat them as if each
prevailed throughout the prison system, [*398] for the
purpose of justifying a broad remedial order covering
virtually every aspect of each prison library.

.Other dements of die injunction were simply unsup-
ported by any factual finding. Hie District Court, for
example, made no factual findings about problems pris-
oner* may have encountered with noise in any library,
lei alone any findings that noise violations interfered
with prisoners' access to the courts. Yet it imposed a
requirement across the board thai the State correct all
'structural or acoustical problems/ App. to Pet, for
Cert. 68a. It is this overreaching of (he evidentiary
recoid, p**64S] not the application [**109] ofstand-
ing or even daw-action roles, that calls for the judgment
to be reversed.

{Finally, even with regard to the portions of the injunc-
tion based upon much stronger evidence of a Bounds
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violation, I would remand sdmpb because the District
Court failed to provide the State with an ample opportu-
nity to participate in the process of fashioning a remedy
and because it seems not to have © wiadered the implica-
tions that Tbinor holds for ibis case. For example, while
the District Coon w » correct to cmchide that prisoners
who experience delays in receiving books and ieceive
only a limited number of book* at the end of that dday
have been denied access to the cotns, it is unlikely that
a proper application of Tomer w wild have justified its
decision to order the State to grant lockdowi prisoners
physical access to the sucks, given the significance of
the Stale's safety interest hi mm taiotog tho lockdown
system and the exisieace of an all emotive, an unproved
paging system, acceptable to the respondents. Brief for
Respondents 39.

Even if I were to reach the standing question, however,
I would not adopt die standard the) Court h u established.
la describing the injury [*ni0]
ing, we have spoken, of it as essential to an Article III
case or controversy that "the dispute sought to be ad-
judicated will be presented in an|advcrsary context and
in a form historically viewed as ![*399] capable of ju-
dicial resolution.' FUtst v. Cohin, 392 U,S. 83, 101,
20L.Ed. 2d 947, 88 & O. 1^42 (1968). TO ask a
plaintiff to prove "actual or threatened injury" to cosine
thai "the legal questions presented to the court will be
resolved, not in the ranged atmosphere of a debating
society, but iu a concrete factud context conducive to
a realistic appreciation of the cc nsequeoccs of judicial
action." Jftfley Forge Christian foQege v, Americans
United far Separation qf Church and State, Inc., 454
US. 464, 472. 70 L. Ed. 2d 700. 102 S. Q. 752

that hi order to meet
not involve sobstaa-

is). a prisoner suing
more than an ab-

library or some other
while I believe that a

underlying claim or
relief , I cannot ea-

I do not disagree with the <
these standards (in a case tot <
lial systemic deprivation of i
under Bounds must assert;
stract desire to have an ;
access mechanism,
prisoner must generally have i
grievance for which he seeks j
dorte the standing requirement li**lll] the Court now
imposes. |

On the Court's view, adistnetcsourtmay be required to
examine the merits of each plan tiffs underlying claim
in order to determine whether he has scandicg to litigate
a Bounds claim. Ante, at 353, n. 3. The Court would
require & determination that the c bum Is "nonfrivoknis."
ante, at 353; in the legal sense 1 u t k states a claim for
relief that is at least arguable in Is wand intact. IJncon-

trast. would go no further than to require thai a prisoner
have some concrete grievance or gripe about the condi-
tions of his confinement, the validity of his conviction,
or perhaps some other problem, for which he would seek
legal redress, see Part UI-B, infra (even though a claim
based on that grievance might well fail sooner or later
in the judicial process).

Tha t are three reasons supporting [++*6#1 this as
a sufficient standard. First, it is the existence of an
underlying grievance, not its ultimate legal merit, that
give* a prisoner a concrete interest in the lidgaitott and
win than assure the serious aod adversarial rreaiment
of the Bounds claim. 1*400] Secorri, Bounds recog-
nized a right of access for those who seek adjudication,
not just for sure winners [••IIZJ or likely winners or
possible winners. See Bounds, 430 US. at 824. 825,
828 (describing the constitutional right of access without
limiting the right to prisoners with meritorious claims);
see also ante, at 354 (describing the right of access even
before Bounds as covering "a grievance that the inmate
wished to present. . ." (citations omitted)) Finally,
insistence on a "nonfrivolous claim" rather than & "con-
crete grievance" as a standing requirement will do no
more than guarantee a lot of preliminary litigation over
nothing. There is no priscai system so blessed as t6 lack
prisoners with noDfnvolous complaints. They will al-
ways turn up, or be tumid up, and one way or the other
the Bounds litigation will occur.

That last point may be, as the Court says, the answer
to any suggestion thai there need be no underlying claim
requirement, fox a Bounds claim of complete and sys-
temic denial of all mesas of court access. But in view
of the Courts of Appeals that have seen the issue other-
w i s e , ^ I would certainly fMMJ reserve that iaaie for
the day it might actually be addressed by die parries m
a case before us.

n2 See, c. g., Jenkins v. Lane, 977 R2d 266,
268-269 (CA71992) (waiving the requirement that a
prisoner piovc prejudice "where the prisoner alleges
a direct, substantial and continuous, rathe* than a

; ' imnoraiid indirect/uiiik on k g a l m a t ^ ^ s " on ^
' ground that "a prisoner without any access to ma-

terials cannot determine the pleading requirements
of his case, including the necessity of pleading prej-
udice"); cf. Stricter v. VhUrs, 989 K2d 1375,
1385. TL 16 (CA4 1993) (acknowledging the poe-

, slbility thai injury may be presumed in some situa-
: ttans, e, g., total denial of access to a library), cert-

denied, 510 US. 949,126L. 22. 2d341f 114 S. Ct.
- 393 (1993); SoweU v. %**, 941 E2d 32, 35 (CA1
• l^iHKtaowlcdglDgfluft a prisoner inay not need
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518 U.S. 343, #401;
1996IU-S. UBXB 4220, ++112;

to prove prejudice when be al eges "an absolute de-
privation of access to all legal
in original)). Dispensing with

materials11 (emphases
any undeilying claim

requirement in. such instances would be consistent
with the rule of equity deatidg with threatened in-
jmy. See, e, g , farmer v Bnmnan, 511 US. 825,
845, 128 L, Ed. 2d 811, J14 S. a. 1970 {1994)
(holding that a prisoner need not suffer physical m-
jmy before obtaining relief because "erne does not
have to await the consummation of threatened injuiy
to obtain preventive re l ie f (qaotkigPlmnsylvaniav.
mst Virginia, 262 US. #3,1%%, 67L. Ed. 1117,
43 S. Cu 658 0923))); Helling v. McKTimy, 509
US, 25, 33, 1251. Z& %f!22, 213 S. Q . 2^75
(1993) (observing that prisoners may obtain relief
"even though it was not alleged that the likely harm
would occur immediately and even though the pos-
sible [harm] might HOC affect all of those [at risk]"
(discussing Hulto v. Finney,
Ed. 2d 522, 98 S> CL 2565

437 VS- 678, 57 L-
(1978))). If the State

denies prisoners all access to he courts, it i* hardly
implausible for a prisoner to daim a protected stake
in opening some channel of at cess.

[**113] In sum, I would go oo further tban to hold
(in a case not involving substantial, systemic depriva-
tion of access to court) that Artid > III requirements will
normally be satisfied if a prisoner demonstrates mat <1)
he has a complaint or grievance,
about the prison syatem [***650]
conviction n4 that he would raise
{or advice, or judicial review of
other means of "access" chosen
indicate that he had an actionable

notorious or not, n3
or the validity of his

if his library research
a form complaint, or
by the State) were to
daim; and (2) that the

access scheme provided by the pfison is so inadequate
d m he cannot research, consult about, file, ox litigate
the claim, as the case may be.

n3 See Harris*
1933) ("It is unfair to force
he has a meritorious claim
cess until after he has had an
what his rigbis are"); see also Magee v.

7JlpE2d620,622(Gi4
an inmate to prove that
which will require ac-

)pportunitytoseejiist
Wuers, 810

(suggesting that a pris-K2d 451, 452 (CA4 1987)
oner must identify the "specific problem he wishes]
to research"); cf. Vmdelftv.
798 (CA91994) (dismissing ;
because the prisoner "simply
restrictions on library access
access to the coon relative to
petition" (emphases In original)]
US, 825, 133 L. Ed. 2d4Z
Casteel v. Pieschek, 3 E3d lp50,

Moses, 31 FM 794,
Bounds claim in part

foiled to show thai the
had any effect on his
his personal restraint
})»cert, denied, 516

U6S. O. 91 (1995);
>, 1056(CA71993)

116 ?, Q . 2174;
135 L. Bd. 2d 606, ***649

I ,
|<ft is enough if (he prisoner merely "idemSQJesl the
loonstitnAmal right the defendant allegedly violated
and the specific facts constituting the deprivation");
Chandler v. Baird, 926 K2d 1057, 1063 (CA11
1991) ("There was no allegation in the complaint or
in plaintiffs deposition that he was contemplating a
cfaaUenge at thai time [of the deprivation] to the con-
ditions of his confinement*1); Martin v. Tyson, 845
E2d 1451, 1456 (CAT) (dismissing a claim in part
because tbe primmer "does not point to tuny claim that
he was unable to pursue"), cert, denied, 499 US.
863, 102 L. Ed. 2dl33, 109 S. GF. 162 (1988).

n41 do not foreclose lhe possibility of certain other
complaints, see text accompanying n. 2, supra, and
Part m~B, infra.

B*402] [**114] While a more stringed standing re-
quirement would, of course, serve to curb courts from
interference with prison administration, that legitimate
object ifi adequately served by two rules of existing law.
Bounds itself makes u clear that the means of provid-
ing access is subject to the State's own choice. If, for
eximple, a State wishes to avoid Judicial review of its
library standards and the adequacy of library services,
it can choose a means of access involving use of the
complaint-form procedure mentioned by the Court to-
day. Ante, at 352. And any judlsM remedy, whatever
chd chosen means of court access, must be consisted
wijh me rule in Turner v. Sqfiey, 482 US. 78, 96 L.
EA 2d64r 1O7S. a. 2254 (1987), that prison lestric-
tiops are valid if reasonably related to valid penological
interests. 1\imcrl5 level of tcmtuiy tuxel serves to limit
onjluc intrusions and thus obviates the need for further
protection. In the absence of evidence that the Turner
fraUeworkdoes [**115] not adequately channel the dis-
cretion of federal courts, (here would be no reason to
Un ghen slaoding doctrine Lo provide an additional, ml
pemaps unnecessary, protection against this danger.

isomible and existingBat instead of relying on the
safeguards against interference, the Court's resolution

his case forces a district court to engage in extensive
I believe, needless enquiries into the underlying
of prisoners* claims during the initial and final
of a trial, and readers propedy certified classes

vulnerable to constant challenges throughout the course
litigation. Tne risk is that district ooum will simply

coc gludc thai fTisonrr class actions are unmanageable.
Wiat, ai tne least, the Court overlooks is Out a class
ad ion lending itsdf to a QfSttiftwide orftar of relief com-
sdscnt with Turner avoids the mnltiplidiy of scparaie
sir is and remedial orders thai iwwWmmf; the efficiency
of a United Stares District court just as surely as it can
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exhaust the legal resources of a much-sueld state prison

There aie, finally, two additional [***65l] points <m

which I disagree with the Court.

116 S. a 2174;
13SL.&L2d6O6,***#O

First, I cannot con-
cur in the suggestion that Bounds [**116] should be
overruled to the extern that it requires Stales choosing
to provide law libraries for court access to make diem
available for a prisoner's use in t le period between fU-
ing a complaint and its final disposition. Ante, at 354.
Bounds stated the obvious rtaaoo* &a making libraries
available for these proposes, 4501 U.S. at 825-826, and
developments since Bounds bavejeonfirmed its reason-
ing. With respect to habeas damns, for example, the
seed for some form of legal assistance is even more ob-
vious now than it was then, because the restrictions de-
veloped since Bounds have created a "substantial risk"
that prisoners proceeding without legal assistance will
never be able to obtain review of the merits of their
claiu». See Mcfrrtand v. Scoif, 512 %& 849, 12P
L. Ed. 2d 666, 114 & Or, 25*8 (1994) (diseasing
these developments). Nor should discouragement from
the nuanber of frivolous prison suits lead us to doubt the
practical justifiability of providinj
prisoner during trial. In the pas
have considered die petitions of several prisoners who
represented themselves at trial and on appeal, and who
ultimately prevailed. See, c, g
Arenrum, 511 US. 825, 128 L.

, Farmer [**U7J v,
Ed. 2d 811, 114 &

Q . 1970 (1994), Helling x McKirwty. ,509 K& 25,
1251* Ed. 2d ZZ, US S. O. 2^75 (J993); Hudson v.
McMUlian, 503 US. 1. ID L. Ed. 2d 156,112 S. O.
995 (19921

Second, I see no reason ax
Court's view that (he Bounds
sadly restricted to anacks on
conditions <?f confljlcmcxu. Sec
not clear to me that a State m^y force a prisoner to aban-
don all opportunities to vindicate
two categories no matter how
ready held thai prisoners do not <inrirely [*404]
rarrata fnti/JntnpnTnl rights faffing ft* figf^ m ™31Ty.
roni^rv. & ẐQ(, 4»2 U.5.0195;
Thornburgh v. ^Wwff, 490 U.S.
2d459, 109 S. Q . 1874(1989):
ercise of religion, see OXone v,
UJ . ?42, 96 L. fii. 2d 252, Wf S.
One can imagine others that
prisoner to some limited right of I cccss to'couit.

assistance to a pro se
few years alone, we

point,to accept the
of access isneces-

or challenges 10
*ao. at 3J4-W5. It is

dfhtst outside these
We have al-slpificam

the right to free speech,
401. 407, 104 L. Ed.

5 nd the right to free ex-
MtaUQf.Shabazz.482

O.\2400 (1987).
arguably entitle a

g.. Lasster v. Department cfSocial Servs. qf Durham
Oy.,452 US. 18r 68L»Ed. U 640, 101 S. C?. 2153
(1981) (paternal rights); Boddie v. Ccmealcw, 401
U.S. 371, 28 L. Ed. 2d 113, 91 S. Or. 730 (1971) <&-
voice); cf. Vfong Jbng Sung % McGrath, 339 US. 33,
49-50, 94L. Ed. 616. 70S. Q . 445 p+118] (1950)
(deportation). This case does not require us to consider
whether, as & matte? of constitutional principle, a pris-
oner'5 opportunities to vindicate rights in these spheres
may he foreclosed, and I would not address such issues

I therefore concur in Pares I and IE of the Court's
opinion, dissent from Part a , and concur in the judg-

JUSTICE STEVENS, dissenting.

The Fourteenth Amendment pioMMis C***tfS2] the
States firom depriving any person of life, liberty, or prop-
©rty without due process of law. While at least one 19th-
century court characterized the prison inmate as a mere
"slave of the State/ Mjgjin v. Commonveealih, 62 %.
790. 796 (1871), m recent decades this Court has re-
peatedly held that die convicted felon's loss of liberty
Is not total. See Homer % S&ey, 482 US. 78, 84, 96
L.M. 2d649 107 S Or. 2254 (1987); e, g., Cruz
v. a * , , 405 US. 319, 321, 31 JL Ed. 2d 263, 92 S>
a . 1079 (1972). "Prison walls do n o t . . . separate
. .,, iamaics 6om the protections of the Constkution/
Turner, 482 US. at 84, and even convicted criminals
retain some of ibe liberties enjoyed fcy all who live oat-
side[**83] those walls in communities to which most
prisowro will some day return.

Within the residuum of liberty retained by prisoners
are freedoms identified in the First Amendment to the
Cansdiudon; [*4d5] freedom to worship according TO
the dictates of their own conscience, e. g., O'Lone v.
Estate cfStebaxz. 482 US. 342, 348, 96 L. Ed. 2d
282, 107 S. Ct 2400 (1987); Cruz, 405 US. m 321,
freedom ro cwnmnnicaic with ihc outside world, c. g.»
Thornburgh v, AMott. 490 US. 401, 411-412.104 L.
Ed, 2&459,109S. Cf, 1874(1989), and the freedom to
pennon thdr govennneot 16i a redress of grievances, c.
g_. Johnson v. Awry, 393 US. 483, 485, 21 L> Ed. 2d
718, 89 5. Q. 747 (1969). Write the exercise of these
^^domsm^ofootn^l>c^^^a^3^Do^^n<^ov
their custodians, they may not be obliterated either ac-
tively or passively. Indeed, our care make it dear that
the States most take certain affirmative steps to protect
some of the essential aspects of liberty that icight not
otherwise survive in the controlled prison environment.

The "wcU-caablisnaT right of access to the courts,
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i
ante, at 350, is one of ttiese aspects of liberty that States
must affirmatively protect. Where States provide for
appellate leview of criminal completions, P * M | for ex-
ample, they have an affirmative etifry to make transcripts
available to indigent prisoners Ate of charge. Grffin
y. Illinois, 351 US. 12, 19-2OA10O L. Ed. 891, 76
S, O. 585 (1956) (requiring States to waive transcript
fees for indigent inmates); see also Burns v. Ohio, 360
US. 252, 257-258, 3 JL Ed. Id \2G9. 79 & Or. 1164
(1959) (requiring Stales to waive filing Bees for indigent
prisoners). It also protects an inmate's right to file com-
plaints, whether meritorious or not, see Exparte Hull,
312 US. 546, 85 L. Ed. 1034, j % £ Ct. 640 (1941)
(affirming right to 61e habeas petitions even if prison
officials deem them meritless, in base in which petition
at issue was meridess), and an inmate's .right to have
access to M o w inmates who are rible K> assist an inmate
in preparing, "with reasonable adequacy/ such com-
plaints. Johnson, 393 U.S. at 439- Vblff* MdDonndl,
418 US. 539, 580, 41L. Ed. 2d935w 94 S. O . 2963
(1974). a l And for almost two (iecacks, it has explic-
itly [*406] included [***653] the right of prisoners
to have access to "adequate tew! libraries or adequate
assistance from pertOro trained ik the law." Bounds x
Smith. 430 US. 817. 828, 52L.JBA 2d72r 97S. Ct.
1491(1977). As the Court points! cut, Scales arc ficc to
'experiment" with the types of legal assistance that they
provide [**85] to inmates, ante, l i 352-jas long as the
experimcDt provides adequate acqess.

116 S. Q . 2174;
135L,Ed. 2d606,+++GS2

nl See also California Motor Transport Co, v.
Trucking UnUn&td. 404 US.
2d642.92S.O. 609(1972)
to the conns is indeed hue one aspect of die righi of
petition- See JoJuison y. Av&b, 393 Cf.tf. 483, 485,
21L.Ed. 2d718, 89S. O . ?47; Ex paneHull, 312
U.S. 546, 549, SSL. Ed. IC34, 61 f Q . < W ) ,
BiUJohnson's Restaurants, Me % 2 # % 461 US.
731, 741, 76JL f& U277, # & Ct\ 2161 (1983)
CThe right of access tp the rout* is a i aspect of the
First Amendment right tO petition thfi GOVC
for redress of grievances"); &L « 743.

The right to claim a violation
provision in a manner that wi] I be
courts is also embedded m@oserigbis
by the Conmtution's text aadj

their attention to constituuona

of a [constitutional
recognized by the

recognized
crar interrelations of

Without the ability to aces \% die courts and draw

all of us - prisoners and tee
be deprived of the flrst — and

v. Smith, 430 US. 817, 828.
3- Ct. 1491 (1977); sec*%r

US. 539. 579, 47L. Ed. 2d9S5, 94S. O. 2963
(1974) (recognition of constitutional rights "would
he diluted if inmates, often 'totally or functionally
illiterate/ ware unable to articulate their complaints
to the courts"); of. J&vens % Six Unknown Red.
Narcotics Agents, 403 US. 388, 29L.Ed. 2d 619,
91 & a. 1999 (1971) (allowipg plaintiff alleging
violation of Fourth Amendment rights access to the
courts through a cause of action directly under the
Constitution).

[••86] Tl» consttetional violations alleged in this
case are similar to those that die District Court previ-
ously found in one of Arizona's nine prisons, SeeGluth
% Kan%as, 773 K Supp. 1309 (Ariz. 1988), affd,
951 E2d 1504 (CAP 1991). The complaint in this case
was Wed in 1990 by 22 prisoners on behalf of a class
mduding all mmaMs in the Arjbwna prison eyasm. The
prisoners alleged that the Stare's insticutiom provided
inadequate access to legal materials or other assistance,
App. 31-33, and that as a result, 'prisoners are harmed,
by the denial of meaningfbl access to ihe courts." Id., at
32. The District Court i^reed, e l u d i n g that the State
had failed, throughout its prison system, to provide ad-
equate access to legal materials, particularly for those in
administrative segregation, [*407] or "lockdcwji,• and
that the State had Mod to provide adequate legal as-
sistance to illiterate and non-English speaking inmates.
After giving all the panics an opportunity to participate
in the process of drafting the remedy, the court entered
a detailed (and I agree excessively so, see infra, at 409)

508. 510. 30 L. Ed. order to correct the Scale's violations.
("The right of access

Iy bnpropeir behavioo;
dtizens alike - would
often the only - l ine

against constitutional violai^ons. Bounds
52L.M. 2d72.97
v. McDonnell, 418

As I understand the record, the State [**87] has not
argued that the right of effective access to the courts, as
articulated in Bounds, should be limited in anyway. &
has not challenged the standing of the named plaintiffs to
represent ttedass, nor has ic questioned tbc propriety of
the District Court's order allowing the case to proceed
as a class action, I am also unaware of any objection
having been made jn the District Court to the plaintiffs'
constitutional standing intUs case, and the Stare appears
to have conceded standing with respect to most claims in
the Conn of Appeals. n2 Ya. the majority chooses to ad-
dress these issues unnecessarily and, in some instances,
incorrectly.

n2 See Opening Brief for Appdlam in No.
93-17169 (CA9X pp. 29-30; Reply Brief for
Defendant/Appellants in No. 93-17169 (CA9)V p .
14, n. 20. The State directly questioned consti-
tutional standing only with respect to two narrow
classes of claims: the standard for indigency (a claim

i
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successful!

518 U.S. 343. +407; 116 S. CX 2174;
135 L. Ed- 2d 606,^**6531996 U.S. LEXIS 4220, **S7;

below) aad, in itson which the State was
reply brief, photocopying

l*+*<eq |
For P*@8] exan^k, although injury in fact certainly

is a jurisdiction^ issue into which we inquire absent ob-
jection from the parties, even the) majority find* on tbe
record that at least two of the plaintiffs had standing in
this case, ante, at 356, n3 f*4D8] which should be auf
figicnt to satisfy any constimtionajl concerns. n4 Yet the
Court spends 10 pages disagreeing

n3 In all likelihood, the District Court's failure
to aniculale additional sperifib examples of missing
claims was due more to the fact that the Siate did not
challenge the constitutional standing of the prisoners
In the District Court than to a
relating to such lost claims.

ack of actual evidence
Now that die District

Court and prisoners are on notice that standing is a
matter of specific concern, b fc free on remand to
Investigate the record ox other evidence that the par-
ties could mate available resaWinj oiher claims that
have been lost because of inadequate facilities,

n4 If named, dass plalnilfEs have standing, the
standing of the class member! is satisfied by the re-
quirements for class certification. 1H. Newberg &
A. Conre, Newberg on Class Actions § 2.01, p . 2-3
(3d ed. 1992); ante, at39S-3?6 (SOUTER, JM conr
miring in part; Hi a n t i n g m ̂ xa#, anrt flrtnCTTrit^r \ry
judgment). Because the Stai^ did not challenge that
certification, it is rather late i$ the game to now give
it the advantage of a conclusion that the class was
improper (even if it is - although illiterate inmates,
it seems to me, are not positioned much differently
with respect to English language legal materials than
are non-Engluh speaking j

[**89] Even if we hadreasorJ to delve into standing
requirements in this case, the Cdurt' s view of those re-
quirements is excessively strict- 1
that the prisoners had standing, even absent the specific
examples of failed complaints. There is a constitutional
right to effective access, and if

think it perfectly dear

a prisoner alleges that
he pmmonally has been denied that right, he has stand-
ing to sue. n5 One of our fuse cases to address directly
die right of access to (he coons illustrates this principle
particularly well. In Ex pane Hun, we reviewed the
constitutionality of a state prison
inmate'a access to rhe courts. The rule authorized cor-
rections officers to intercept mal addressed to a court
and ittfer it to rhe legal investiga or foi the parole board

s xule that impeded an

to determine whether theft was sufficient merit in the
ftiaini to justify il* submission to a court. Meritless
claims were simply sot delivered. Petitioner Hull suc-
ceeded in. smuggling papers to his father, who in mm
delivered them to this Court. Although we held that ihe
smuggled petition bad insufficient merit even to require
an answer from rhe[*409] State, 312 US. at551, we
nevertheless held mat me regulation [**90] was Invalid
for the simple and sufficient reason mat "the staie and
its officers may ooi abridge or impair petitioner's light
to apply to a federal court for writ of habeas corpus/

n5 Although a prisoner wovldloaftc»n the merits if
he alleged that the deprivation of thai right occurred
because the State, for example, did not provide him
with aceesa to on-line computer databases, he would
also certainly have ^standing" to make his claim.
The Court's argument to the contrary wrth respect
to moat of the prisoners m mis case, it seems to
me, is nol as much an explication of the principles
of standing, but the creation of a new rule requir-
ing prisoners making Bounds claims to demonstrate
prejudice flowing from the lack of access.

Af first glance, the novel approach adopted by the
Court today suggests that only those prisoners who have
been rerused die ojjrxHtunfty
have arguable merit should be able to challenge a rule as
clearly imcoristitiitional as 1***655] the one addressed
[**91] inHull. Perhaps ihe standard is somewhat lower
than it appears In the first instance; using Hull as an ex-
ample, the Court suggests mat even facially meritless
petitions can provide a sufQd<^ basis for sUiMJinfi, See
ante, at 352, n. 2. Nonetheless, because prisoners are
uniquely subject to the control of me Stale, and because
unconstitutional restrictions on the right of access tome
courts ~ whether through nearly absolute bars like that
in Hull or through inadequate legal resources - frustrate
tlic ability of prisoners to identify, articulate, and present
to courts injuriesflowtog from that control, I believe that
any prisoner who claims to be impeded by such barriers
has alleged constitutionally sufficient injury in fact.

# y disagreement with the Court is not complete: I
am persuaded - ,a$ respondents' counsel essentially has
conceded - thar the relief ordered by the District Court
was broader than necessary to redress the constitutional
violations identified in the District Court's findings. I
iheiejbxc agree that me case should be remanded lean-
not! agree, however, with the Court's decision to uae
thcjcasc as an opportunity to meander through the laws
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, 518 U,S, 343, *409; 116 S. Q . 2174;
1996 US. LEXIS 422d, **9l; 135 L. Ed. 2d 606, *^655

of standing [**92] and access to the courts, expanding
standing requirements here and liiiiiii^ rights there, !n6
when the most obvious concern in r 410) the case is
with the simple disjunct between (be limited scope! of
the injuries articulated in the District Court's findings
and the remedy it ordered as areult . Because most or
all of petitioners' coDceros regard ^ the order could] be
addressed with a simple remand, I see no need to resolve
the oOier constiturional issues dm the Coun readies

n6 In addition to the Court's discussion of "sta id-
ing," the opinion unnecessarily enters into discus-
sion about at least two other aspects of the scope? of
the Bounds right. First, the | Court concludes that
the Bounds right does not exttend to any claims be-
yond attacks on sentences and ̂ conditions of confine-
ment. Ante, at 355. But givenlits subsequent finding
Aat only two plainti£& have met its newly conjured
rule of standing, see ibid., its conclusion regarding
the scope of the right is purely dicta. Second, the
Court argues that the Bounds right does not extend
co the right to "discover' grievances, or to "litigate
effectively" once in court. Ante, at 354 (emphasis
omitted). This statement is aho largely unnecessary
given the Court's emphasis fat Part HI on the need
for the District Court both to laiJor its remedy to the
constitutional violations it has discovered and the re-
quirement that it remain respectful of the difficult job
faced by state prison administrators.

Moreover, I note thai the sjtate has not asked for
these limitations on Bounds.! While I doubt that
Arizona will object to its unc xpecied wind-fall, jits
briefs in the District Court, Court of ̂ Appeals, and
this Court have argued that the District Court arcter
simply went farther tfwn was necessary given the
injuries identified in its own opinion. Sec Brief'for
Petitioners 13-16. By agreeing with that proposition
Tad. nonetheless going on to extend nnrequested re-
lief, the Court oversteps the scope of the debate pre-
sented in this case. Whenever we take such a step,
we veniure unnecessarily onto dangerous ground).

[**93] Tlic Court Lswcliawar^chal much of iu dis-
c^mpixccdiiigPartmisujuieQ»sar^
Reflecting on its view that die District Court railroaded

, the Court concludes on the la 5t page of its decision
the State into accepting its order lock,
rd,
that "the State was entitled to
tunity for rebuttal, and
would have to be sot aside." Ante
thai the majority suggests that

stock, and bar-
»of Its decision
than an qpppr-

on that gsouad alone (his order
at 363. Tb o?e extent

flawed because of a breakdown [***656] in ihe pro-
cess of coun-super?lsed negotiation lhai should gener-
ally precede systemic relief, I agree wiihlL 1 also agree
that ihe failure in thai process "alone" would justify a
remand [*41U In this case. 1 #«^h^w*ny disagree,
however; with the Court's characterization of who is
most to blame for the objectionable character of the fi-
nal order. Much of the blame for its breadth, I propose,
can be placed squarely in the lap of the State.

A fair evaluation of the procedures followed in this
case must begin with a reference to Gtnth, the earlier
case in which die same District Judge found petition-
ers guilty of a systemic constitutional violation in one
[**94| feciLiry. In that case the District Court expressly
found that the stale officials had demonstrated "a. cal-
lous unwillingness to face the issues" tad had pursued
"diversionary tactics'' that "forced [the court] to take
edooidinary wmmmS 773 R Supp., at 1312,1314.
Despite the Court's request that they propose an appro-
priite remedy, the officials refused to do so. It is appar-
ent that these defense tactics played an important role
in the court's decision to appoint a special roaster to as-
sist in the faAlrtiinig of the remedy that was ordered
in Ghflk Only after that order had been affirmed by
the Court of Appeals did respondents commence this ac-
tion seeking to obtain similar relief for the entire inmate
population.

After a trial that lasted for 11 days over the course
of two months, the District Conn found that several of
petitioners' policies denied illiterate and non-English-
speaking prisoners meaningful access to the courts.
Given the precedent established in Gluth> the express
approval of that plan by the Court of Appeals, and ihe
District Court's evaluation of die State's conclusions re-
garding the likelihood of voluntary remedial schemes,
para^ilzriy r*95] in w w of the State's unwillingness
to play a constructive role in the remedy stage of that
case, the District Court not unreasonably entered an or-
der appointing the same Special Master and directing
him to propose a similar remedy in this case. Although
the District Court instructed the parties to submit spe-
cific objections to (be remedial template derived from
GluUi, see App. ,00 Pet. for Cert. 89a, nothing in the
wnirt's onler prevented die [*412] State from submitting
its own proposals without waiving its right to challenge
the findings on the liability issues or its right to object
to any remedial proposals by cither the master or the re-
spondents. The District Comt also told ihe parties that
it would consider settlement offers, and instructed dae
master to provide "such guidance and counsel as either
of the panics may request to effect such a settlement,1*
Id,, at 95a.
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In response to these invitations to participate in tbc
remedial process, the State filed only four half-hearted
sees of written objections over the course of the six
months during which the Special Master was evaluat-
ing the court's proposed order. See App. 2I&-221,
225-228, 231-238, and 239-240. Although the M 9 Q
master rejected about half of these narrow objections, he
accepted about an equal cumber, potiag that the State's
limited formal participation had been "important" and
1 vciy helpful." Proposed Older (Permanent Injunction)
in No. CIV 90-0054 (D. Ariz.), p. ft. After the mas-
ter released his proposed onkn; die [•••6*571 State of*
fcred another nnmd of objection^ See App, 243-250.
Although the District Court infon icd the roaster that the
objections could be considered, ft ey did not have to be;
u » court reasonably noted that thi > State had been aware
for six monthaaboiit the potential icope of the older* and
that it could hare mounted the same dbjecrions prior to
the deadline mat the court had set ki toe tM^nmingofthe
process. Id., at 251-253, I

One might have imagined thatithe State, freed with
the potential of mis "InordinMelv - indeed, wildly -
- intrusive" remedial scheme, ants, at 362, would have
taken more care co protect its inter $st§ before me District
Conn and the Special Master, par iculariy given the ex-
press willingness of both to consider the Stare's objec-
tions. Having failed to zealously represent iu interests
in me District Court, the State's present complaints seem
rather [*$97] belated; the Court has generally been less
than solicitous to claims that ham [*413] not been ad-
equately pressed below, C i , e. a., McCleskty % Ztmt,
499 US. 467. 48*489, X13 L7\Ed. 2d S1Z 111 S.
a. 1454 (1991); compare ante, al 363-364, n. 8 (State
made boilerplate reservation of rights in each set of ob-
jections), wim Gray v. Netherlands ame, ai 163 ("It
is sot enough to make a general
tkmal guarantee as bioad as due
'substance' of such aclmmtoa^aiecourt").

The Stai&'s lack of interest in

appeal to a constitu-
xroceaB to present the

^presenting its inter-
ests is dear not only from the spjuse objections in the
District Court, but from proceedings bom here and ;in
the Court of Appeals, In argument before bom courts,
counsel for the prisoners have conceded that certain as-
pects of the consent decree exceeded the necessary re-
lief. See, 0. g,, 43 EBd 1261, 1271 (CA91994) (pris-
oners agree that typewriters axe not required); Tr. of
Oral Arg. 31 (provisions regarding noise in library are
unnecessary). This flexibility ftajther suggests that the
State could have sought relief fro a aspects of the plan
through negotiation. Indeed, at oral argument in the

Ninth t*+98] Circuit, the parries fox both sides sug-
gested that they were willing to settle the case, and the
oouxc deferred suboiissio]! of tiieuase for 30 days to ea-
aHE a settlement. "However, before the settlement pro-
cess had even begun, [the State] declined to mediate/ 4$
E3d, at 1265, IU 1. Notabty. chis is the only comment
made by the appellate court regarding the process that
led to the fashioning of the remedy In this case.

A fair reading of the record, therefore, reveals mat the
State had more than six months wfcMn which it could
have initiated settlement discussions, presented more
ambitious objections to me proposed decree reflecting
the concerns it has raised before this Court, or offered
up its own plan far the review of the plaintiffs and the
Special Master. It took none of these aeps. Instead, it
settled for piecemeal and belated challenges tome scope
of the proposed plan.

The Court implies that the District Court's decision to
use me decree entered in GlnUi as the starting point for
fashioning [M14] thereof to be ortered was unfair to
petitioners and should not be repeated in comparable dr-
crimrtajQces, The browbeaten. State, the Court suggests,
was "entitled to far more [**99] than an opportunity
for rebuttal." Ante, ai 363. I strongly disagree [**+6S8\
wilfa this characterization of the process. Whether this
Court now approves or disapproves of the contents of
the Gluih decree, me Court of Appeals had affirmed it
in its entirety when HIM case was tried, and it was surely
appropriate for the District Court to use it as a staftmg-
point for its remedial task ill this case. Petitioners were
represented by competent counsel who could have adr
vanccd their own proposals for relief if ihcy had thought
it expedient to do so. By going further than necessary
to correct the excesses of the order, the Court's decision
rewards me State for the uncooperative posture it has
assumed throughout the long period of litigating bom
Gluth and this case. See aae , at 354-355; (Rush, 773 R
Supp.t at 1312-1316. Although the Stale's approach has
proven sound as a matter of tactics, allowing it to prevail
in a forum mat is not as inhibited by precedent as arc
other federal court*, the Court's decision undermines the
authority and equitable powers of not only this District
Court, but District Courts throughout the Nation. It is
quite wrong, in my Judgment, for this Coun [++1QG]
to suggest thai the District Court denied the State a fair
opportunity TO be heard, and entirely unnecessary for it
to dispose of the smorgasbord of constitutional issues
mat it consumes m Part IT.

Accordingly, while I agree mat a remand is appropri-
ate, I cannot join the Court's opinion.
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